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Thank you for choosing NS vector control inverter of SankenLD. 

 

[For safety purposes]  

Please read carefully this manual before using this device. 

Please place this manual near the device for reference after finishing reading. 

Use and meanings of safety warnings and notes 

 

Meanings of graphic symbols 
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1. Safety 

1-1 Important notes 

 

1-2 Instructions for use 
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1-3 Instructions for installation 

 

1-4 Instructions for transportation and relocation 
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1-5 Instructions for wiring 
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1-6 Instructions for operation 

 

1-7 Instructions for maintenance and examination 
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1-8 Instructions for disposal 

 

1-9 other notes 
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2. Product confirmation and notes 

2-1 Product confirmation 

■  Appearance of the inverter:  

Illustration of then main body of NS vector control inverter (NS-4A017-B for instance) 

 

■  After unpacking, please confirm:  

Whether the outer case is damaged. If in doubt, please contact your local sales representative. 

You may find one copy of this manual in the packing case, please conserve it appropriately in order to better 

leverage the functions of the inverter. 
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2-2  Type code 

 

 

 

2-3 Label 

 

 

Please refer to this label and Standard Specifications for product model and capacity against order. 
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2-4 Notes before use:  

■Failure to observe the following warnings may cause serious damage to the inverter:  

◆Never connect the power cable (input) to the output port of the motor! Otherwise, serious damages may be 

casued to the inverter! 

◆Do not connect the power input cable to any terminal other than R, S, T! Otherwise, serious damages may 

be caused to the inverter! 

◆The output port of the inverter should never be connected to capactive loads! Otherwise, damages may be 

caused! 

 

■Failure to observe the following notes may shorten the lifespan of the device:  

◆Make sure to use the device in standard environments(including conditions related to temperature, humidity, 

vibration, dust, water-drop, toxic gas, etc.). 

◆The lifespan of the inverter is highly impacted by the environment temperature, thus it is recommended to 

use the device after environment temperature reduction. 

◆Please fully consider the size and ventilation conditions of the control cabinet when installing the inverter in 

the control cabinet. 

 

■Failure to observe the following notes may cause malfunction of the device:  

◆Please choose leakage protectors that can cope with higher harmonics and surges. 

◆A priori, no electromagnetic contactor should be installed between the inverter and the motor. Otherwise 

excessive current may occur. 

◆Since the chracteristics of electromagnetic MCCB may change due to higher harmonics, please choose a 

model with bigger capacity. 

 

Please make sure to conduct examinations based on above warnings and notes, and to avoid the 

inappropriate operations! Otherwise, irreparable financial loss may be caused! 
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3. Installation 

3-1 Installation lacation and storage 

Table 3-1 Working environment parameters 

Ambient temperature -10℃～+50℃(ice free); heavy overload, -10℃～+40℃(ice free); light overload 

Storage temperature -20℃～+65℃ (short-term storage in transportation)※4 

Relative humidity Below 95%RH (no dewing) 

Altitude Below altitude of 3000m (lower current when over 1000m) 

Vibration Below 5.9m/s2 (0.6G) (JIS  C  60068-2-6 standard; IEC60068-2-6) 

Gas medium Indoor (no corrosive gas, flammable gas, oil mist, or dust, etc.) 

Table 3-2 Storage environment 

Storage temperature -20℃～+65℃ 

Storage temperature refers to temperatures in short-term period such as transportation. 

When storage period exceeds three months, please take into consideration aging of the 

electrolytic capacitor and set the ambient temperature below 30℃. 

Moreover, if storage period exceeds one year, one electrified operation is required each 

year. 

Relative humidity Below 95%RH (no frost) 

Storage environment No direct sunlight, corrosive gas, flammable gas, oil mist, dust, vapour, water-drop, 

vibration or high salinity. 

3-2 Mounting direction and space 

(1) This inverter is a wall-mounted type, please install on a flat vertical surface. 

(2) This inverter is prone to heat up, please leave enough space around it to ensure smooth dissipation of heat. 

(3) When installing the inverter in the control cabinet, please install a ventilator to ensure the ambient temperature stays below 

40℃. 

(4) If the inverter is installed in the control cabinet, to place the heat sink outside the control cabinet can help reduce the 

temperature inside the cabinet. 

(5) This inverter is IP20 structured device; please apply according to your purposes. 
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■ Installation of inverters in horizontally parallel spots:  

When installing inverters side by side, please ensure a distance of at least 5cm between side covers of the 

inverter and inner walls of the cabinet, between one inverter and another. Otherwise, heat dissipation of 

inverters may be insufficient. 
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■ Installation of inverters in vertically parallel spots:  

Whenn installing inverters in vertically parallel spots, please ensure a distance of at least 20cm 

between side covers of the inverter and inner walls of the cabinet, between one inverter and another. Ensure 

as well efficient ventilation and cooling for each inverter. 

Otherwise, heat dissipation of inverters may be insufficient. 
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■ Installation location of ventilators in the cabinet:  

■  Special notes:  

◆  When several inverters are installed in the control cabinet, ventilators must be set up in proper spots 

inside the cabinet. 

◆  Make sure the air brought from outside of the cabinet flows through the heating dissipation passage of 

the inverter, efficiently taking away the heat generated while the inverter is running. 

◆  If the installation location is inappropriate, temperature around the inverter shall rise and the cooling 

effect on the inverter may be deteriorated. 

 

(Right method)                      (Wrong method) 
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3-3 Mount and remove the front cover  

(1) Remove front cover 

Remove the M4 screw, follow the diagram below to proceed the removing. 

◆  Remove the front cover only while main circuit wiring or control circuit wiring. 
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 (2)  Change ventilator 

 

Only proceed when it is necessary to change ventilator. 

 

 (3)  Mounting 

For mounting, proceed in reverse order of disassembling. 
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4. Connection layout 

4-1 Terminal power connection diagram 
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4-2 Main circuit terminal structure 

4-2-1 Description of main circuit terminals 

Terminal symbol Name Description 

R,S,T Power input terminal Terminal connected three-phase AC, no particular 

requirement for phase sequence 

U,V,W Inverter output terminal Terminal connected to three-phase induction motor 

P,P1 DC reactor connection 

terminal 

Terminal connected to DC reactor (while connecting to 

DC reactor, please remove connector between P1.P) 

P,PR Braking resistor connection 

terminal 

Terminal connected to braking resistor between P-PR 

P,X DC side voltage terminal 
Terminal connected to braking unit 

P refers to DC anode, X refers to DC cathode 

 Ground terminal Terminal connected to Earth for the inverter 

※1  While connecting to DC reactor, please remove connector between P1.P 

 

■ Special notes:  

▲ never connect input power to the output port of the motor! 

▲ never connect input power to any other terminal! 
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4-2-2 Main circuit terminal layout 

1．NS-4A003-B、NS-4A004-B、NS-4A006-B 

NS-2A003-A、NS-2A004-A 
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2．NS-4A009-B、NS-4A013-B、NS-4A017-B 
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3．NS-4A024-B、NS-4A032-B、NS-4A038-B、NS-4A046-B 
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4-2-3 Main circuit terminal connection diagram 

400V series connection diagram:  

NS-4A003-B，NS-4A004-B，NS-4A006-B 

 

NS-4A009-B，NS-4A013-B，NS-4A017-B，NS-4A024-B，NS-4A032-B，NS-4A038-B 

NS-4A046-B 
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200V series connection diagram:  

NS-2A003-A，NS-2A004-A 

 

 

◆Note:  

Input power cable L and N of single-phase 200V series are connected to R/L and S/L1 terminals, while T/L2 

terminals remain vacant. 
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◎Please refer to 4-5-4 for capacity and cable diameter of MCCB and MC. 

For terminals of power cable and motor cable, apply crimped cable with conduit. 

Model 

MCCB 

(circuit breaker) 

[A] 

MC (Magnetic contactor)   

Current rating 

[A] 

Working current 

rating[A] 

NS-4A003-B 5 7 20 

NS-4A004-B 5 7 20 

NS-4A006-B 15 7 20 

NS-4A009-B 20 7 20 

NS-4A013-B 30 7 20 

NS-4A017-B 30 17 32 

NS-4A024-B 50 25 50 

NS-4A032-B 60 25 50 

NS-4A038-B 70 32 60 

NS-4A046-B 75 48 80 
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4-2-4  Recommended wire size 

Main circuit 

Recommended wire size [mm2] 
Screw 

diameter 

Tightening 

torque 

N·m 

Maximum 

size 

mm2 

Terminal 

symbol 
R, S, T 

P, P1 

PR, X 
U, V, W 

Ground 

wire 

NS-4A003-B 2.0 (2.0) 2.0 (2.0) 2.0 (2.0) 5.5 

M4 1.2 5.5 

NS-4A004-B 2.0 (2.0) 2.0 (2.0) 2.0 (2.0) 5.5 

NS-4A006-B 2.0 (2.0) 2.0 (2.0) 2.0 (2.0) 5.5 

NS-4A009-B 2.0 (2.0) 2.0 (2.0) 2.0 (2.0) 5.5 

NS-4A013-B 3.5 (2.0) 3.5 (2.0) 2.0 (2.0) 5.5 

NS-4A017-B 5.5 (2.0) 5.5 (2.0) 3.5 (2.0) 5.5 

NS-4A024-B 5.5 (2.0) 5.5 (2.0) 5.5 (2.0) 5.5 

M5 2.0 14 NS-4A032-B 8.0 (3.5) 8.0 (3.5) 8.0 (3.5) 14 

NS-4A038-B 14 (5.5) 14 (5.5) 8.0 (3.5) 14 

NS-4A046-B 14 (5.5) 22 (14) 8.0 (5.5) 14 M6 2.03 22 

Note: The values for wires in the main circuit are for 600V IV PVC-insulated wires (60ºC) when the inverter 

ambient temperature is 40ºC. The values in parentheses are for 600V crosslinked polyethylene insulated 

wires (90ºC). The maximum wire size indicates the maximum wire cross-sectional area that can be used with 

the terminal block. 
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4-3 Wiring 

4-3-1 Notes for wiring:  

◆The input power of the inverter must be disconnected and there must be no applied voltage on the input 

port while wiring! 

◆Make sure no chip of wires enters inside the inverter while wiring. 

◆Circuit breakers must be installed between the power source and input power terminals (R, S, T). To ensure 

system safety, please install a magnetic contactor between the circuit breaker and input power. 

◆Please properly connect wires from the motor to output terminals (U, V, W). 

4-3-2 Impact of wiring distance and solutions:  

◆If the wiring distance between the inverter and the motor is too long, the leakage current of higher 

harmonics will accordingly increase, which may lead to adverse impact on peripheric equipment. The total 

wiring distance between the inverter and the motor should not exceed the numbers shown in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1 Wiring distance between the inverter and the motor 

Wire length 50m 100m 200m 

Carrier frequency Below 14k Below 10k Below 5k 

 

◆The wiring length should not exceed 100m during vector control. (When it exceeds 30m, Please apply 

automatic measurement mode 2.) In case of vector control, the wiring length should not exceed 100m. (When 

it exceeds 30m, please apply automatic measurement 2.) 

◆Switching ON/OFF of inverter components generates surge voltage on the motor. Especially in the case of 

400v motor, if wiring length is too big, insulativity of the motor may be weakened. Thus, please adopt motors 

with enhanced insulativity and shorten as much as possible the wiring length (generally between 10~20m.) 

between the inverter and the motor. 

4-3-3 Notes for grounding:  

◆Please ground the ground terminals correctly:  ground 400v series according to 

C-Category criteria and the ground resistance should be less than 10Ω. 

◆Please shorten the length of ground wire as much as possible and please do not use the 

enclosure or the frame for grounding. 
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◆Please do not share the ground wire with welder or power unit. Otherwise, disturbance or other 

abnormality may be caused. 

◆When several inverter are running at the same time, please make sure the ground wire is not a closed loop. 

 

 

 

(a) Correct                       (b) correct                    (c) wrong 

■ Notes for control loop wiring:  

◆For wiring of control circuit terminals, please adopt shielded wire or twisted pair and keep it far away from 

strong current wires such as lighting and power wires. 

◆For analog input wire, analog output wire, contact input wire (multi-function digital input terminal), please 

apply shielded wire. 

◆To avoid disturbance and malfunction, signal line and power line should be separated from each other as 

much as possible (around 10cm or above) while wiring. 

 

■ Solutions to avoid faults or expansion of accidents:  

◆Please install magnetic contactor bwtween MCCB and input terminal to cut off power supply of the inverter 

in order to prevent faults or expansion of accidents in case that the protection function of the inverter is 

launched or other accidents occur. 
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4-4 External braking resistor selection suggestions:  

Model 
External braking resistor (recommended) External braking resistor (limit value) 

Resistance value Capacity ※1 Resistance value Capacity ※1 

NS-4A003-B Above 700Ω  100W Above 420Ω  300W 

NS-4A004-B Above 700Ω  100W Above 420Ω  300W 

NS-4A006-B Above 320Ω  200W Above 190Ω  300W 

NS-4A009-B Above 160Ω  400W Above 130Ω  500W 

NS-4A013-B Above 120Ω  600W Above 80Ω  800W 

NS-4A017-B Above 80Ω  800W Above 52Ω  1100W 

NS-4A024-B Above 60Ω  1000W Above 38Ω  1500W 

NS-4A032-B Above 40Ω  1500W Above 32Ω  1800W 

NS-4A038-B Above 40Ω  1500W Above 32Ω  1800W 

NS-4A046-B Above 40Ω  1500W Above 32Ω  1800W 

※1 Above braking resistances are selected based on the maximum usage rate 10%ED. If necessary to set 

the rate above 10%ED, please expand the braking resistor capacity proportionally. 

For example:  when the rate is set at 20%ED, the capacity should be twice that at 10%ED. 
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4-5 Control circuit terminal configuration 

4-5-1 Wire size 

Terminal screw diameter:  M3 

Recommended wire size:  0.75[mm2] 

Tightening torque:  0.5[N•m]  

 

4-5-2   Arrangement of control circuit terminals 

 

 

■  Special notes:  

▲ never connect strong-voltage power to control terminal! Otherwise, the main control panel will be burned. 

▲ please keep the control line far away from the power line, in order to decrease disturbing noise. 
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4-5-3 Functions of control circuit terminal (jumper wire) 

Type 
Terminal 
symbol 

Terminal name Function description Nominal specifications 

Multi-function 
input 

DCM Digital signal ground 
Digital signal ground 
24V power ground 

Total current consumption below 100mA 

DI1 

～ 

DI5 

Multi-function input 
Signal effective in case 
of short circuit of DIX and 
DCM 

nput resistance: around 6.6kΩ 

In case of short circuit:  around 3～5mA 

Analog input 

ACM Analog signal ground 
Shared terminal for 
analog input and output 
signal 

Total current consumption:  below 100mA 

+V Frequency-set power 

Connect potentiometer 
ground+terminal 

Above 5kΩ，0.3W 

DC 10～12V 

※ should not be connected to components other 

than potentiometer 

VRF Analog voltage input terminal 
Set frequency by voltage 
input 

Input resistance: around 34kΩ 
Maximum allowable voltage:  DC12V 

V/I 
Analog voltage or current input 
terminal 

Current/voltage of this 
passage can be switched 
seperately 

Same specifications of voltage input as VRF 
Current input resistance is around 250Ω 
Maximum allowable current:  30mA 

Power source 24V 24V customer power 
Provide customers with 
DC24V power 

DC 24V maximum allowable output current is 
around 150mA 

Multi-function 
output 

DO1 
DOE 

Multi-function open collector 
output 

Send signals through 
functions selected by 
function codes 

Open collector output 
Allowable load:  DC48V, 50mA 

Analog output 

Vout 0～10V voltage output 
Used for setting internal 
signal voltage output 

0～10V 

Iout 4～20mA current output 
Used for setting internal 
signal current output 

4～20mA 

Communicati
on terminal 

TRA RS485 transceiver terminal (+)  RS485“+”signal Communication speed:  1200-57600bps 
Total length:  500m TRB RS485 transceiver terminal (-) RS485“-”signal 

SG 
RS485 common 
communication terminal 

RS485 in 
communication, connect 
to SG terminal of 
communication 
equipment 

※Choose the inverter or communication equipment 

to ground by single end according to worksite 

JP2 Terminal resistor select switch 
Decide whether to 
connect to 100Ω terminal 
resistor 

OFF means resistor disconnected,ON means 

resistor connected 

Contact 
output 

FA 
FB 
FC 

Abnormality alarm signal 
output and multi-function 

contact output 

This terminal is by 

default contact output 

signal for the inverter to 

stop alarm; other output 

functions can be selected 

through F1513, F1504. 

Contact capacity:  AC250V/0.3A 
Selection of alarm contact 
Normality:  FA-FC ON 

Abnormality:  FA-FC OFF 
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4-6 Connection to peripheric equipment  

4-6-1 Peripheric equipment connection diagram 
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4-6-2 Connection instructions for peripheric equipment 

Objective and configuration conditions of peripheric equipment:  

Name Objective of usage and detailed description 

Input transformer 

When the power system voltage does not match the inverter’s nominal input voltage, 
please use the input power inverter to convert it. 
When several inverters are functioning at the same time, installing an input power 
transformer helps decrease impacts caused by current of higher harmonics on other load 
equipment. 

Breaker 
/leakage breaker 

Please connect a breaker or leakage breaking switch to the overload protection loop of 
power system. 
Please choose an anti-higher harmonics product when choosing breaking switch for 
leakage. 

Magnetic contactor The coil must have a surge absorber 

Surge absorber 
Please install surge absorber, in order to suppress surges generated while switching on/off 
magnetic contactor and control relay  

AC/DC reactor 

Install a reactor for following purposes 
·Improve the input power factor of the inverter 
·Reduce impacts on the inverter caused by voltage imbalance of different phases of the 
power supply 
·Prevent the inverter form tripping off in case of actions of the phase lead compensation 
capacitor in the system 
·When power capacity is large (above 500kVA) 

Zero sequence reactor 
Circuit noise filter 

Reduce disturbance on the inverter caused by input power system and wiring. 
It is recommended to insert components like zero sequence reactor as close to the inverter 
as possible. 

Radio noise filter Suppress the radiant radio noise on power supply terminal of the inverter 

Noise filter 

Reduce disturbance that enters into the inverter’s input power system and disturbance 
generated by wiring. 
It is recommended to install the noise filter as close to the inverter as possible while 
conducting connection layout. 
EMC filter recommendation (Please consult seperately ) 
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5. Operation panel 

5-1 Names and functions of each part of the operation panel 
 

 
Instructions for operation panel:  

 LCD display can present rich content to allow a full understanding of the inverter’s status. 

 The 5-digit 7-segment LCD display of the main screen can show segment codes. Through left/right button 

switching over or parameter setting, segment codes can clearly present current operating frequency, output 

current, rotating speed, load rate, output voltage, pressure value, set value and alarm content. 

 The 5-digit 7-segment LCD display of the secondary screen can show segment codes. Through parameter 

setting, current output voltage, DC voltage, active power, apparent power, heat sink temperature, etc. 

 At the lower part of the main screen shows units of measurement of the content, such as:  frequency 

(Hz), output current (A), rotating speed (Rpm), load rate (%), output voltage (V), pressure value (MPa). 

 For the running indicator light on the 【DRIVE】 button, lighting up/going out indicates run/stop, while 

flashing means malfunction. 

 For the STOP indicator light on the 【STOP】button, lighting up/going out indicates stop/run, while flashing 

means situations such as malfunction. 

 Independently set DRIVE/STOP buttons allow easier operations of RUN and STOP. 

 Independently set UP/DOWN/LEFT/RIGHT buttons allow to adjust frequency or to modify codes through 
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direct operation of increasing and decreasing. 

 
5-2 Instructions for operation panel buttons 

Button name Button symbol Function overview 
Mentioned in this 

manual as 

RUN botton 

 

●Start forward/reverse rotation 【DRIVE】 

STOP button 

 

●stop running 
●In case of alarm, it can be used to clear the 
alarm 

【STOP】    

Programming 
button 
/Clear 

Display mode 
switching  

●Switch from status display mode to function 
code display mode 
●Return to the previous page of Menu from 
function code display 
●Clear content already entered under function 
code display mode 

【PR/CL】    

Upward button

∧ 

 

●Upward operation of codes under function 
code display mode 
●Confirm the setting of some function codes 

【∧】    

Downward 

button∨ 

 

●Downward operation of codes under function 
code display mode 

【∨】    

Left button 

 

●Switch display content on the main screen 
●Switch number of digits of programming under 
function code display mode 

【＜】    

Right button 

 

●Switch content display on the main screen 
●Switch number of digits of programming under 
function code display mode 

【＞】    

Enter 
/Confirm 
button 

 

●Confirm figures on the main screen when 
entering into the host 

【ENTER】    
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5-3   Operation panel display mode 

 The main and secondary screens of the operation panel have two modes 【status display】 and 

【function code display】. These two modes can be switched over by 【PROG】 button. 

 
Display mode Display content 

Status display 
Status of the inverter while RUN and STOP 

<frequency> <output current> <rotation speed> <load rate> <output voltage>  

<pressure value>  

Function code dispaly Code number and data 

For example:  Press 【PR/CL】 button, the secondary screen shows F1001 and 

the main screen shows the value of the code F1001. 

Press 【ENTER】 button, the main screen flashes and parameter values can be 

modified by buttons 【∧】, 【∨】, 【＜】, 【＞】. 

Press 【ENTER】, parameter setting is successfully completed. 

 
Status display mode can conduct inverter status monitoring, alarm display, output frequency setting and 
operations such as running and stopping of the inverter. 
5-3-1 Version display 
After the equipment is electrified, the main screen shows the software version of the inverter host. Below 
shows an example of display when the host software version is VER 1.00:  

U0100 
5-3-2 Instructions for LCD inverter status information field 

Instructions for status symbols:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
5-3-3  Status mode of the inverter 
Display of status mode of the inverter 
Under function mode display, different status of the inverter such as running and stopping are shown. 

 

Illustration Description 

 
V/f control mode 

 
Vector control mode 

 
Optional parts 

 
Parameters locked 

 
In communication 

 
Inverter alarm 

 
Inverter malfunction 

Illustration Description 

 
Operation panel control 

 
External terminal control 

 

Remote communication 
control 

 
RUN 

 
STOP 

 
Standby 

 
Forward rotation 

 
Reverse Rotation 

 
DC braking 
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Table 5-2 Content of function mode display 

Function status Display content 

STOP  RUN indicator light,  STOP indicator light 

RUN  RUN indicator light,  STOP indicator light 

malfunction RUN indicator light,     STOP indicator light 

 Light on    flashing   light off  
Monitor mode display indicates content of segment code display of 7-segment LCD on the main screen 
Table 5-3 Content display of monitor mode 

Display content Unit of measurement Segment code display of 7-segment LCD on the main screen 

Frequency Hz 
RUN:  indicate output frequency 
STOP:  indicate set frequency 

Output current A Indicate output current 

Rotation speed rpm Indicate rotation speed (※1) 

Load rate % Indicate load rate 

Output voltage V Indicate output voltage 

Pressure value MPa Indicate pressure feedback value 

 

※1 Control modes of the motor differ, accordingly its display content differs. Detailed display content as 

shown in Table 5-4 
Table 5-4 Display content of rotation speed 

Motor control mode RUN STOP 

V/f control mode Motor sync speed Set rotation speed 

Sensorless Vector Control Motor estimated speed Set rotation speed 

During inverter status monitoring display, each push of 【＜】  or 【＞】, one switch of display content of 

the main screen takes place. The display content of the main screen can also be switched over through 
function codes. For details please refer to [7-3 function descriptions] for function code F2303. 
 
5-3-4  Alarm display 
When the alarm stops, the main screen of the inverter shows the type of the alarm. For details of alarm 
display, please refer to [8-4 alarm status]. 
 

※ During alarm display, pusing 【＜】 or 【＞】 cannot switch the display on the main screen. 

※ During alarm display, pushing 【PROG】 can switch the display to function code display mode. 

 
5-3-5 Frequency input 

Through 【∧】/【∨】/【＜】/【＞】 and 【ENTER】 buttons, set frequency can be entered into the 

inverter. 

Frequency setting method:  modify the number of digits through 【＜】/【＞】 buttons, then modify the 

figure of each digit through 【∧】/【∨】 buttons, finally push 【ENTER】 button to confirm. 

 This is an effective way to set an expected frequency. 
 Input can be cleared during frequency setting. 
 Under status monitoring display, this frequency setting method can be applied when the equipment is         
running or has stopped. 
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Operation demonstration:  switch from 5Hz to 45Hz 

Operation Display Description 

 

 

Status monitoring display (frequency display) 

【ENTER】 

 

The entered value shows at the rightmost digit (this 
digit flashes, which indicates this digit is modifiable) 

(※1) 

【＜】*3 

 

Each time the 【＜】button is pushed,the flash moves 

one digit leftwards. After three pushes of 【＜】 

button, the digit of tens flashes.(※1) 

【∧】*4 

 

Each push of 【∧】 button increases the value of the 

modified digit by 1, each push of 【∨】 button 

decreases the value of the modified digit by 1. Four 

pushes of 【∧】 button, the value of the digit of tens 

turns into 4. 

【ENTER】 

 

After one push of 【ENTER】, frequency setting is 

completed and the interface turns back to status 
monitoring display. 

000.5 :  light up, 
000.5

:  flash 

※1 When there is no need for frequency setting, push of 【PR/CL】 button can switch the interface back to 

status monitoring display mode. 
5-4 Basic operations 
5-4-1 Function code setting 
Basic operation used to modify the value of the function code 
Operation demonstration:  scenario of setting F1414=10 

 
Operation Display Description 

 

 

Status monitoring display (frequency display) 

【PR/CL】
 

 

Push of 【PR/CL】 button will show the input interface of function 

code, and the parameter set number 10 flashes on the secondary 
screen and it is modifiable. 
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【∧】*4
 

 

Push of 【∧】 button can modify the parameter set number into 14, 

and the parameter set number 14 flashes on the secondary screen. 
This number is modifiable. 

【＞】
 

 

Push of 【＞】 button leads to the mode of parameter number 

modification, and the parameter number 01 flashes. This number is 
modifiable. 

【∧】*13
 

 

Push of 【∧】 button modifies the parameter number into 14, and 

the parameter number 14 flashes on the secondary screen. This 
number is modifiable. 

【ENTER】
 

 

Push of 【ENTER】button switches the interface to parameter 

modification mode, and the current value 1 of F1414 flashes on the 
main screen. This number is modifiable. 

【∧】*9 

 

Push of 【∧】 button will change the parameter value into 10, the 

modified number 10 flashes on the main screen. This number is 
modifiable. 

【ENTER】 

 

Push of 【ENTER】 button confirms the modification of parameter 

value, and the parameter number 14 flashes on the secondary 
screen. This number is modifiable. Modification of parameter value 
is completed. 

※1 When it is unnecessary to set new values, push of 【PROG】 button can switch the interface back to the 

parameter setting interface, and parameter number flashes on the secondary screen. 

 
5-4-2 Operation confirmation 
For some function codes, in order to avoid overwriting of data because of operation error, re-confirmation of 
the operation is required. 
Operation demonstration:  while setting F1001=10 
 

Operation Display  Descrioption 

 

 

Status monitoring display (frequency display) 

【PR/CL】 

 

Push of 【PR/CL】 button will show the input interface of 

function code, and the parameter set number 10 flashes 
on the secondary screen and it is modifiable. 

【ENTER】 

 

Parameter value 1 flashes on the main screen, which 
indicates the present value is modifiable. 
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【∧】 

 

Push 【∧】 button and modify the value to 10. 

【ENTER】 

 

Push 【ENTER】 button, the main screen will show the 

set value and the secondary screen will show flashing 

, which indicates the set value is under 

confirmation (※1) 

【∧】 

 

Push 【∧】 button again, the new setting is confirmed 

and the interface switches back to function code selection 

interface. (※2) 

【PR/CL】 

 

Push of 【PROG】 button will switch the interface back 

to status monitoring mode interface 

※1 If the word “ready” is flashing, and you need to break off input because of operation error, please push 

【PROG/ CLEAR】 button to switch back to function code selection status. 

※2 Push of 【PROG/ CLEAR】 button can switch the interface back to status monitoring mode interface. 

 
5-5 Special functions 
5-5-1 Modified code display 
Since current function codes may be different from factory settings or initial user settings, one display 
function is programmed to show modified function codes and its data. 
This is an effective function to investigate differences between current function codes and factory settings or 
initial user settings. 
Confirmation of function codes like maintenance can be easily done via this function. 
Operation demonstration:  when a difference between current settings and factory settings arises 

Operation Display Description 

 

 

Select functuion code F1602 (function of modified 
code display) 

【ENTER】 

 

Push of 【ENTER】 button leads to parameter value 

setting status. 

【∧】 /【∨】  or 

number keys 
(optional parts)  

Push 【∧】/【∨】 or number keys, select number 

1. 
When F1602=1, compare current function code data 
to function code data of factory settings. 

【ENTER】 

 

Push of 【ENTER】 launches indexing of the No. Of 

certain modified function code. During indexing, the 
word “find” flashes on the 7-segment monitor of the 
main screen  
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After the completionof 
retrieval 

 
或 

 

When the indexing is finished, on the secondary 
screen flashes the modified function code 
If there is no modification, the word “End” flashes on 
the secondary screen, and the current value of the 
related parameter shows on the secondary screen. 

【∧】/【∨】 
 

or 

 

Via 【∧】/【∨】 buttons, different parameter 

numbers and their current values can be looked up. 

【PR/CL】 

 

Push of 【PR/CL】 button switches the interface 

back to function code selection 

For precise function description and operation methods, please refer to the content about function code 
F1602 in [7-3 function instructions]. 
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5-5-2  Alarm status confirmation 
Alarm status confirmation is a function that shows the status of the inverter at alarm. 

This function can make confirmation on 5 latest alarm status through function codes F1806～F1810. In case 

of new alarm, the earliest alarm will be deleted. F1806 stands for the latest alarm and F1810 stands for the 
earliest alarm. 
 
Operation demonstration:  in case of new alarm, confirmation of the inverter’s status 

Operation Display Description 

 
 

or 

 

Select function code F1806 (alarm status confirmation) 

【ENTER】 
 

or 

 

Push of 【ENTER】 leads to display of alarm name 

 on the main screen. The secondary screen 

shows , if the alarm status is not recorded，the 

secondary screen shows . 

【∧】/【∨】 

 

When the alarm is recorded, push 【∧】/【∨】 to switch 

display content. At this moment the secondary screen will 

show denotation name (※1), and the main 

screen shows the value during the alarm (※2)          

【PR/CL】 
 

or 

 

Push of 【PR/CL】 button leads back to function code 

selection interface 
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When the function code is set as F1805=9, alarm record can be deleted. At this point, all alarm records from 
F1806 to F1810 will be deleted. 

 

 

 

 

※1:  Denotations 

Denotation Meaning Unit of measurement 

 
Alarm name - 

 

Output 
frequency 

Hz 

 
Output current A 

 
Output voltage V 

 
DC voltage V 

 
Output power kW 

 

Heat sink 
temperature 

℃ 

※2:  The shown value indicates the inverter’s status before alarm. Thus, in case of alarm caused by 

instantaneous overcurrent/overvoltage, the recorded value differs from current/voltage value that caused the 
alarm.  
5-5-3 List of monitor display 

Monitor display Instruction 

 
During initialization, it flashes. 

 
During user data initialization, it flashes. 

 
During initial user data confirmation, it flashes. 

 
It indicates re-confirmation by function code is required. 

 

During indexing of function codes whose user data does not match with 
default settings, it flashes. 

 
During transmission of function code data of the host to the operation panel, it 
flashes. 

 

During transmission of function code data of the operation panel to the host, it 
flashes. 

 
When the wanted data cannot be found through function code indexing or 
alarm history, it flashes. 

 
It indicates the automatic assessment is on. 

※ On the 7-segment monitor, besides above information, it also shows information such as alarm, warning, 

error. For more details, please refer to Chapter 8. 
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6. Functioning 

6-1 Examination before functioning 

6-1-1  Confirmation before connection to power supply 

After wiring and before connection to power supply, please examine following items. 

Table 6-1 Items to be examined before connection to power supply 

Item Content 

power voltage confirmation  Whether the power voltage is consistent with the capacity and      
voltage of the inverter. 

Main wiring confirmation  Whether wires routed to cablex R, S and T are the right ones. 
 Whether output cables U, V and W are properly connected to   
motors U, V and W. 
 Whether the grounding of the ground terminals of the inverter and 
the motor is reliable. 
 Whether any short circuit occurs due to cable debris. 
 Whether there is any loosened screw or terminal. 
 Whether there is any short circuit or grounding phenomenon in 
output terminals or sequential circuits. 

Control wiring confirmation  Whether the wiring of control terminals is correct. 
 Whether the control signal is on OFF state. 

6-1-2  Confirmation after connection to power supply 

After confirmation of above items, the power can be connected. After the connection, the inverter is on 

standby state. To ensure subsequent functioning specifications, please confirm following items. 

■Operation panel status 

Operation instructions:  

1. Wait 3 to 5 minute, according to different input voltage, for the LCD screen to light up; 

2. The software version number will show after lighting up, then the inverter enters into standby mode; 

3. The inverter is on STOP state during standby mode, and the red indicator light on the STOP button is 

on. 

■Ventilator driving status 

The cooling ventilator is set by default to run by temperature control, for the purpose of longer lifecycle. 

If ambient temperature is relatively low, for example below 40 ºC, the ventilator does not run. 

If the ambient temperature is relatively high, for example above 40 ºC, the ventilator runs at full blast. 

Thus, please confirm by turing on the ventilator and using the control code F1318 related to ON/OFF 

state of the cooling ventilator. 

For example:  when the setting is F1308=1, the state is permanently ON, the ventilator should be running at 

full speed. 
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6-1-3 Test run of the inverter 

In order to confirm basic functioning specifications of the inverter, it is recommended to run tests and 

confirm all the codes in factory settings. This operation relies on the LCD operation panel included in the 

inverter, so please refer to instructions on LCD operation panel usage in Chapiter 5. 

Step 1:  set Speed 1 frequency:  

Input by keyboard is the default method of inverter frequency input, which is F1002=1, so frequency can be 

set through the keyboard. Acoording to the factory settiings of the inverter, the default Speed 1 frequency is 

5Hz. Generally, Speed 1 frequency refers to operating frequency which is shown on the LCD. For security 

reasons of the test run, it is recommended not to turn up the frequency. At this moment, the inverter should 

be on STOP state. 

Step 2:  Motor confirmation and running:  

After the frequency is set, please re-confirm the wiring connection of the motor is correct and operation 

conditions meet “Safety” instructions of Chapiter 1 so that no danger will be triggered. After re-confirmation, 

push DRIVE button so that the moter connected to the inverter will speed up slowly from the state of rest to 

the frequency set at Speed 1, for example 5Hz. When the motor reaches the frequency it will run stably. 

Step 3:  Output frequency adjustment confirmation:  

When the motor is running, frequency can be modified through the keyboard according to keyboard usage 

instructions, for example from 5Hz to 10Hz. When the button ENTER is pushed, the entered frequency is 

effective, which means the inverter will speed up slowly from 5Hz to 10Hz, and the motor will also accelerate 

to a relevant rotation speed. When the frequency goes up gradually and slowly, for example from 20Hz, 30Hz, 

40Hz, to 50Hz, the motor will run at the corresponding frequency. When the frequency reaches 50Hz, usually 

the rated rotation speed is attained. 

Step 4:  Confirmation of halt by deceleration:  

Default halting method of the inverter is deceleration. When the device is running, it can be stopped through 

STOP button. When STOP button is pushed and then released, the inverter will immediately start to 

decelerate until 0Hz within default deceleration duration. The motor will slowly decelerate and then stop 

running at the same time. 
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Step 5:  Power off:  

When confirmations are complete, please cut off the power supply. Since there is electric energy stored in 

the internal electrolytic capacitor, the LCD of the inverter will go out in a certain time. However, there is still 

some remaining voltage inside, so please do not start connecting or disconnecting wires right after the power 

is cut off, and wait until CHAGE light is completely off. 
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7. Function codes 

7-1 Instructions on application partition by function codes 

By changing function codes, the action of the inverter can be modified. Function codes can be partitioned by 

functions into “functional application blocks”. 

Function category Functional application code Functional application block name 

Basic operation functions 

F10xx～F13xx 

F10xx Basic functions 

F11xx Launching • braking function 

F12xx Display function 

F13xx Auxiliary function 

Input/output related functions 

F14xx～F15xx 

F14xx Input function 

F15xx Output function 

System-related functions 

F16xx～F18xx 

F16xx System function 

F17xx Protection function 

F18xx Information intelligence function 

Special functions 

F19xx～F20xx 

F19xx Energy-saving function 

F20xx V∕f feature function 

Pattern revolving function 

F21xx～F22xx 

F21xx Multi-velocity function 

F22xx Pattern revolving function 

Display functions F23xx F23xx Display function 

PID functions 

F30xx～F33xx 

F30xx Basic PID1 function 

F31xx Basic PID2 function 

F32xx PID1, PID2 function combination 

F33xx PID control parameter reading 

Water supply F34xx F34xx Water supply 

Communication function 

F40xx～F41xx 

F40xx Serial communication function 

F41xx MODBUS communication function 

Motor constant F5xxx F5xxx Motor parameter 

Vector control F60xx F60xx Vector control function 
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7-2 Table of function codes 

7-2-1 Basic operation functions F10xx～F13xx 

Basic operation functions F10xx～F13xx 

Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 

Factory 

value 

1001 Motor control mode options 1: V∕f control mode 

2: speed control (speed sensorless vector control) 

10: motor parameter automatic measurement mode 1 

11: motor constant automatic measurement mode 2 

40: V•f separation control 

1 1 

1002 Speed 1 frequency setting options 1: operation panel 

2: external analog VRF voltage (0～5V) 

3: external analog VRF voltage (0～10V or potentiometer) 

4: external analog V/I voltage (0～5V) 

5: external analog V/I Voltage (0～10V or potentiometer) 

9: external analog V/I current (4～20mA) 

11: external analog VRF voltage+V/I voltage 

14: external analog VRF voltage-V/I voltage 

15: external analog V/I voltage-VRF voltage 

18: external analog VRF voltage+V/I current 

19: external analog VRF voltage-V/I current 

20: external analog V/I current-VRF voltage 

21: terminal block stepping 

22: communication 

25: pulse train input 

26: external analog value VRF positive-inversion operation (0～

10V, 5V reference) 

27: external analog value V/I positive-inversion operation (0～

10V, 5V reference) 

1 1 

1003 V∕f pattern selection 1: Linear pattern 

2: Square-law decreasing pattern (weak) 

3: Square-law decreasing pattern (strong) 

1 1 

1004 Torque compensation 0～20% (highest voltage ratio) 0.1% ※1 

1005 Reference voltage 400V series     0: no  AVR 

50～460V 

1V ※1 

1006 Reference frequency 0.1～600Hz 0.01Hz ※1 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

1007 Maximum frequency 5～600Hz 0.01Hz 50 

1008 Minimum frequency 0.05～200Hz 0.01Hz 0.05 

1009 Carrier frequency adjustment 1: arbitrary soft carrier method 1 

2: arbitrary soft carrier method 2 

3: arbitrary soft carrier method 3 

4: arbitrary soft carrier method 4 

5～130 

1 ※1 

1010 Acceleration and deceleration 

curves 

1: straight line 

2: S-curve 

3: bring down acceleration or deceleration 

1 1 

1011 Reference frequency of 

Acceleration and deceleration 

1～120Hz 0.01Hz ※1 

1012 First acceleration time 0～6500 seconds 0.1 second ※2—1 

1013 Second acceleration time 0～6500 seconds 0.1 second ※2—2 

1014 Third acceleration time 0～6500 seconds 0.1 second ※2—3 

1015 Forth acceleration time 0～6500 seconds 0.1 second ※2—4 

1016 First deceleration time 0～6500 seconds 0.1 second ※2—5 

1017 Second deceleration time 0～6500 seconds 0.1 second ※2—6 

1018 Third deceleration time 0～6500 seconds 0.1 second ※2—7 

1019 Forth deceleration time 0～6500 seconds 0.1 second ※2—8 

1020 JOG acceleration/deceleration 

time 

0～20 seconds 0.1 second 0.1 

1021 JOG frequency 0～60Hz 0.01Hz 5 

1022 
1st Start of S-shaped 
acceleration                                   0～200% 1% 50 

1023 
1st End of S-shaped 
acceleration 0～200% 1% 50 

1024 Gradient of middle of 1st 

S-shaped Acceleration 

0～100% 1% 0 

1025 1st Start of S-shaped 

deceleration 

0～200% 1% 50 

1026 1st End of S-shaped 

deceleration 

0～200% 1% 50 

1027 Gradient of middle of 1st 

S-shaped Deceleration 

0～100% 1% 0 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

1028 2nd Start of S-shaped 

acceleration 

0～200% 1% 50 

1029 2nd End of S-shaped 

acceleration 

0～200% 1% 50 

1030 Gradient of middle of 2nd 

S-shaped Acceleration 

0～100% 1% 0 

1031 2nd Start of S-shaped 

deceleration 

0～200% 1% 50 

1032 2nd End of S-shaped 

deceleration 

0～200% 1% 50 

1033 Gradient of middle of 2nd 

S-shaped Deceleration 

0～100% 1% 0 

1034 
1035 
1036 

Option A of Speed 1 frequency 
Option B of Speed 1 frequency 
Option C of Speed 1 frequency 

1: operation panel 
2: external analog VRF Voltage (0～5V) 

3: external analog VRF voltage (0～10V or potentiometer) 

4: external analog V/I voltage (0～5V) 

5: external analog V/I voltage (0～10V or potentiometer) 

9: external analog V/I current (4～20mA) 

21: terminal block stepping 
22: communication 
25: input of pulse train 
26: external analog VRF positive-inversion operation  

(0～10V 5V reference)   

27: external analog V/I positive-inversion operation  (0～

10V 5V reference)   

1 1 

1 

1 

1037 Stepped frequency variation of 

terminal block 

0.1～10Hz/sec 0.1Hz 2.5 

1038 Elimination of terminal block 

stepped frequency 

0: no elimination (frequency kept) 

1: Power OFF to eliminate 

2: elimination terminated 

1 0 

1101 Options of operation 

commands 

1: operation panel 

2: external terminal 

3: communication 

4: external terminal (trilinear) 

1 1 

1102 Starting methods 1: start by startup frequency 

2: start by rotation speed tracking 

3: start by startup frequency after DC braking 

4: external terminal (trilinear) 

1 1 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

1103 Startup frequency 0.05～60Hz 0.01Hz 1 

1104 Frequency of operation starting 0～20Hz 0.01Hz 0 

1105 Startup lag time 0～5 seconds 0.1 

second 

0 

1106 Startup timeout 0～120 seconds 0.1 

second 

0 

1107 Startup timeout frequency 0.05～60Hz 0.01Hz 5 

1108 restart after Instantaneous stop  0: no restart 

1: restart 

2:equipped with instantaneous lowering compensation 

function 

1 0 

1109 Allowed rotation  direction of 

the motor 

1: forward and reverse rotation 

2: only forward rotation 

3: only reverse rotation 

1 1 

1110 Rotation direction of the motor 

(operation panel setting) 

1: forward rotation 

2: reverse rotation 

1 1 

1111 Braking methods 1: deceleration terminated 

2: deceleration terminated + DC braking 

3:  idle rotation terminated 

4: deceleration terminated＋continuous DC braking 

1 1 

1112 Startup frequency of DC braking 0.05～20Hz 0.01Hz 0.5 

1113 DC braking time 1～25 seconds 0.1 

second 

2 

1114 DC braking force 1～10 1 5 

1115 Braking resistor usage rate 0: no braking resistor 

2～25%ED 

98: no protection from discharging resistor (discharging 

action exists) 

99: external braking unit 

1%ED 

 

※1 

1116 Discharging resistor-on signal 

output time 

0.01～10.00 seconds 0.01 

second 

0.1 

1117 Continuous DC braking set by 

parameters 

0: terminal enables continuous DC braking 

1: Continuous DC braking set effective by parameters 

2: Continuous DC braking time set effective by parameters 

1 0 
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Code Function name Data content 

Minimum 

unit 

Factory 

value 

1118 DC braking completion frequency 

to stop 

0.05～60Hz 0.01Hz 0.5 

1119 DC braking time T1 0.1～6500.0 seconds 0.1 

second 

2 

1120 DC braking time T2 0.1～6500.0 seconds 0.1 

second 

2 

1121 DC braking time T3 0.1～6500.0 seconds 0.1 

second 

2 

1122 DC braking force F1 1～10 1 5 

1123 DC braking force F2 1～10 1 5 

1124 Deceleration ratio of 

overexcitation 

0.01～4.00 1 1 

1201 Monitor display options (optional 

parts) 

1: frequency [Hz] 

2: output current [A] 

3: rotation speed [rpm]. 

4: load rate [%] 

5: pressure [MPa] 

6: unit-free display 

1 1 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

1202 Content options of status display 
1: unit free (magnification of F1203)   
2: output voltage [V] 
3: DC voltage [V] 
4: active power [kW] 
5: apparent power [kVA]. 

6: heat Sink Temperature [℃] 

7: instructed rotation speed [rpm] 
8: PID1 feedback variable [Hz] 
9: PID2 feedback variable [Hz] 
10: VRF analog input value [Hz] 
11: V/I analog input value [Hz] 
14: excitation partial current [A] 
15: torque partial current [A] 
17: set pressure [MPa] 
18: instructed pressure [MPa] 
19: feedback pressure [MPa] 
29: instructed frequency [Hz] 
35: detected rotation speed [rpm] 
44: target frequency [Hz] 
45: output frequency [Hz] 

1 3 

1203 
Magnification of unit-free 
desplay 0～100 times 

(magnification against output frequency)   

0.01 time 1 

1301 
1st jump bottom frequency 

0～600 [Hz] 0.01 [Hz] 0 

1302 
1st jump top frequency 

0～600 [Hz] 0.01 [Hz] 0 

1303 
2nd jump bottom frequency 

0～600 [Hz] 0.01 [Hz] 0 

1304 
2nd jump top frequency 

0～600 [Hz] 0.01 [Hz] 0 

1305 
3rd jump bottom frequency 

0～600 [Hz] 0.01 [Hz] 0 

1306 
3rd jump top frequency 

0～600 [Hz] 0.01 [Hz] 0 

1307 
Auto-reset after alarm 

0: no auto-reset function 

1: auto-reset function exists 

1 0 

1308 Elimination of instability 0～20 1 ※ 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

1309 Movement direction switch 

controlled by V/f 

0:  restart in reverse direction after breaking off 

1:  continuous movement 

1 0 

1315 Minimum working time 0～99.99 seconds 0.01 

second 

0 

1316 Second maximum frequency 5～600Hz [Hz] 0.01 [Hz] 50 

1317 Third maximum frequency 5～600Hz [Hz] 0.01 [Hz] 50 

1318 0N/OFF control of cooling 

ventilator 

0: 0N/OFF control 

1: normally ON 

1 0 

1319 Functions for high-altitude 

regions 

1: below 1000m 

2;1000m～1500m (1500m not included) 

3: 1500m～2000m (2000m not included) 

4: 2000m～2500m (2500m not included) 

5: 2500m～3000m  

1 1 

1320 Options of specifications 1: Mode A (heavy load method) 150%1 minute 

2: Mode B (light load method) 120%1 minute 

1 2 
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7-2-2 Input/output related functions F14xx～F16xx 

Input/output related functions F14xx～F16xx 

Code 
Function name Data content 

Minimum 
unit 

Factory 
value 

1401 Offset frequency (VRF) 0～± 600 [Hz] 

(0V frequency) 

0.1 [Hz] 0 

1402 Gain frequency (VRF) 0～± 600 [Hz] 

(frequency of 5V or 10V)   

0.1 [Hz] 50 

1403 Offset frequency (V/I) 0～± 600 [Hz] 

 (0V or frequency of 4mA)   

0.1 [Hz] 0 

1404 Gain frequency (V/I) 0～± 600 [Hz] 

(frequency of 5V or 10V or 20mA) 

0.1 [Hz] 50 

1407 Time Constant of external filter 

for analog input (VRF) 

1～500 (set value 1=10ms)   1 10 

1408 Time Constant of external filter 

for analog input (V/I) 

1～500 (set value 1=10ms)   1 10 

1410 Set frequency gain 0～100 1 0 

1411 Set frequency gain 

Analog input switchover 

0: no analog input 

1: external analog VRF voltage (0～5V) 

2: external analog VRF voltage (0～10V or potentiometer) 

3: external analog V/I voltage (0～5V) 

4: external analog V/I voltage (0～10V or potentiometer) 

8: external analog V/I current (4～20mA) 

1 0 

1412 Input method for MBS terminal 1: edge-triggered 

2: level-triggered 

1 1 

1413 ES input signal options 1: normally open 

2: normally closed 

1 1 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimu
m unit 

Factory 
value 

1414 
 

1415 
 

1416 
 

1417 
 

1418 

Input terminal DI1 definition 
 
Input terminal DI2 definition 
 
Input terminal DI3 definition 
 
Input terminal DI4 definition 
 
Input terminal DI5 definition 

0: unused   
2: RR, 
4: 3DF 
6: ES, 
8: AD2, 
10: JOG, 
12: 9DF, 
14: RR+JOG, 
16: RR+AD2, 
18: RR+AD3, 
20: RR+2DF, 
22: RR+3DF, 
24: RR+2DF+3DF, 
26: RR+AD2+2DF, 
28: RR+AD2+3DF, 
29: FR+AD2+2DF+3DF, 
30: RR+AD2+2DF+3DF, 
31: FR+AD3+2DF, 
33: FR+AD3+3DF, 
35: FR+AD3+2DF+3DF, 
36: RR+AD3+2DF+3DF, 
37: PTR, 
40: HD, 
65: RR+MBS, 
68: DF+AD3, 
70: 3DF+AD3, 
75: 3MAX, 
77: PIDLCK, 
79: continuous DC braking 
selected by terminal 
84: S2, 
86: PIDH, 
88: PID1EX, 
91: IHOLD, 
115: 1DFB, 
117: ROPE, 
119: ROPE+RCOM, 
121: 1DFB+RCOM, 
130: RUN 
131: STOP 
135: FR/RR 
136: R3W 
137: ROPE+RCOM+R3W 
138: effective high-speed 
pulse outlet  
253 ～ 255: for factory 

adjustment, 

1; FR, 
3: 2DF, 
5: MBS, 
7: RST, 
9: AD3, 
11: 5DF, 
13: FR+JOG, 
15: FR+AD2, 
17: FR+AD3, 
19: FR+2DF,  

21: FR+3DF， 

23: FR+2DF+3DF, 

25: FR+AD2+2DF， 

27: FR+AD2+3DF， 

32: RR+AD3+2DF， 

34: RR+AD3+3DF， 

39: FR+5DF， 

64: FR+MBS， 

67: 2DF+AD2， 

69: 3DF+AD2， 

74: 2MAX， 

76: VFPID， 

83: for factory adjustment, 

85: PIDL， 

87: RPID1， 

89: PID2EX， 

92: ICLEAR 

114: 1DFA， 

116: 1DFA+1DFB， 

118: RCOM, 
120: 1DFA+ROPE, 
122: 
1DFA+1DFB+ROPE+RCOM

， 

 

1 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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Code Function name Data content 

Minimu
m unit 

Factory 
value 

1422 Reference frequency of pulse 
train input (corresponding to 
maximum frequency) 

1000～60000 1Hz 1000 

1423 VRF effective number of bits 
determination  

7～10bit 1bit 10 

1424 V/I effective number of bits 
determination 

7～10bit 1bit 10 

1426 Time constant of pulse train 
input filtering 

1～500 (set value 1=10ms) 1 10 

1501 built-in analog output function 
1 

0: null 
1: set frequency [Hz] 
2: output frequency [Hz] 
3: PID1 feedback value [Hz] 
4: PID2 feedback value [Hz] 
5: output current [A] 
6: output voltage [V] 
7: DC voltage [V] 

8: heat sink temperature [℃] 

9: load rate [%] (electronic heat sensor accumulated value) 
10: load rate [%] (for rated current) 
11: VRF analog input value [V] 
12: V/I analog input value [V] 
14: speed [rpm] 
15: active power [kW] 
16: apperant power [kVA] 
17: PID1 command value [Hz] 
18: PID1 input deviation value [Hz] 
19: PID2 command value [Hz] 
20: PID2 input deviation value [Hz] 
24: external PID1 output value [Hz] 
25: external PID2 output value [Hz] 
35: command frequency [Hz] 
36: command torque [%] 

1 0 

1502 Built-in analog output 
coefficient 1 

0～20 0.01 1 

1503 Built-in analog output 
deviation 1 

0～± 10.0V 0.1V 0 
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Code 
Function name Data content 

Minimum 

unit 

Factory 

value 

1504 Built-in analog output 
function 2 

0: null 
1: set frequency [Hz] 
2: output frequency [Hz] 
3: PID1 feedback value [Hz] 
4: PID2 feedback value [Hz] 
5: output current [A] 
6: output voltage [V] 
7: DC voltage [V] 

8: heat sink temperature [℃] 

9: load rate [%] (electronic heat sensor accumulated value) 
10: load rate [%] (for rated current) 
11: VRF analog input value [V] 
12: V/I analog input value [V] 
14: speed [rpm] 
15: active power [kW] 
16: apperant power [kVA] 
17: PID1 command value [Hz] 
18: PID1 input deviation value [Hz] 
19: PID2 command value [Hz] 
20: PID2 input deviation value [Hz] 
24: external PID1 output value [Hz] 
25: external PID2 output value [Hz] 
35: command frequency [Hz] 
36: command torque [%] 

1 0 

1505 Built-in analog output 

coefficient 2 

0～20 0.01 1 

1506 Built-in analog output 

deviation 2 

4～± 20.0mA 0.1mA 0 

1507 Completion frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 10 

1508 Range of frequency 

consistancy 

0～10Hz 0.01Hz 0 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 

Factory 

value 

1509 Options of output 

terminal DO1 

0: unused， 

1: running 1 

2: undervoltage， 

3: termination of pattern operation cycle， 

4: running 2， 

5: frequency consistency (Speed 1 frequency), 

6: frequency consistency (Speed 1～16 frequency), 

7: frequency completion, 

8: overload warning signal (value of F1704), 

9: electronic heat sensor warning signal (electronic heat 

sensor 80%), 

10: overheat warning signal of heat sink,  

13: excitation and DC braking running signal, 

14: minimum frequency consistency signal, 

15: maximum frequency consistency signal, 

18: FR signal,          19: RR signal, 

20: 2DF signal,         21: 3DF signal, 

22: 5DF signal,         23: 9DF signal, 

24: AD2 signal,         25: AD3 signal, 

26: JOG signal,         27: MBS signal, 

28: ES signal,         29: RST signal, 

32: signal for discharging resistor connection success, 

34: frequency counter (output frequency), 

35: frequency counter (command frequency), 

36: overload warning signal (including cases of 

acceleration/deceleration), 

43: signal for low speed detection 

47: motor speed counter 

48: signal for forward mouvement 

49: signal for reverse mouvement 

60: malfunction output 

61: in forward movement (only trilinear system) 

62: in reverse movement (only trilinear system) 

1 1 

1512 Output 

magnification of 

the counter 

1～100 times 1 time 1 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

1513 

 

Options of relay 

contact output 

 

 

0: alarm contact， 

1: running 1， 

2: undervoltage， 

3: termination of pattern operation cycle， 

4: running 2， 

5: frequency consistency (Speed 1 frequency), 

6: frequency consistency (Speed 1～16 frequency), 

7: frequency completion, 

8: overload warning signal (value of F1704), 

9: electronic heat sensor warning signal (electronic heat sensor 

80%), 

10: overheat warning signal of heat sink,  

13: excitation and DC braking running signal, 

14: minimum frequency consistency signal, 

15: maximum frequency consistency signal, 

16: servomechanism readiness signal， 

17: zero-servo completion signal, 

18: FR signal,         19: RR signal, 

20: 2DF signal,         21: 3DF signal, 

22: 5DF signal,         23: 9DF signal, 

24: AD2 signal,         25: AD3 signal,  

26: JOG signal,         27: MBS signal, 

28: ES signal,         29: RST signal, 

32: signal for discharging resistor connection success, 

36: overload warning signal (including cases of 

acceleration/deceleration), 

43: signal for low speed detection 

48: signal for forward mouvement 

49: signal for reverse mouvement 

1 0 

1515 Ioutoutput 

magnification 

0～20.00 0.01 1 

1518 Consistent level of 

low speed 

0～2000rpm 1rpm 100 

1519 Consistent range 

of low speed 

0～100rpm 1rpm 10 
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7-2-3 System related functions F16xx～F18xx 

System related functions F16xx～F18xx 

Code Function name Data content 
Minimu
m unit 

Factory 
value 

1601 Replication function 

(optional parts) 

0: null 

1: transmission of current code data to operation panel 

2: transmission of content stored in operation panel to the main 

body (except for motor parameter determination) 

3: transmission of content stored in operation panel to the main 

body (including motor parameter determination) 

1 0 

1602 Query of modified 

codes) 

0: null 

1: display of differences against factory settings 

2: display of differences against customer initial values 

1 0 

1603 Operational functions 

locking 

0: code data modifiable (no locking function) 

1: code data unmodifiable (except for F1603) 

2: code data unmodifiable, except for those related to frequency 

setting (except for F1603, F1021, F2101～F2116) 

3: code data unmodifiable (except for F1603 and those using 

communication function) 

1 0 

1604 Data initialization 0: null 

1: implement factory setting data initialization 

2: Parameters auto-determined invalid 

3: implement customer data initialization 

99: determination of customer initial value data 

1 0 

1701 Output current limiting  Mode A    0: null 

50～200% 

1% 150 

Mode B    0: null 

50～150% 

 120 

1702 Electronic heat sensor 

setting 

0: null 

20～105% 

1% 100 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

1703 constant-speed output current 

limiting 

0: null 

1: granted, V/f, (current acceleration/deceleration time) 

2: granted, V/f, (first acceleration/deceleration time) 

3: granted, V/f, (second acceleration/deceleration time) 

4: granted, V/f, (third acceleration/deceleration time) 

5: granted, V/f, (forth acceleration/deceleration time) 

6: granted, V/f and vector control of speed 

 (first acceleration/deceleration time) 

7: granted, V/f and vector control of speed 

 (second acceleration/deceleration time) 

8: granted, V/f and vector control of speed 

 (third acceleration/deceleration time) 

9: granted, V/f and vector control of speed 

 (forth acceleration/deceleration time) 

1 0 

1704 Predicted value for overload Mode A 

20%～200% 

1% 150 

Mode B 

20%～150% 

1% 120 

1705 Motor type 1: general motor 

2: motor dedicated for inverter 

1 1 

1706 Alarm switch between “OV’ 

and “LV” in STOP state 

0: in STOP state, “ov” valid, “Lv” invalid 

1: in STOP state, “ov” invalid, “Lv” valid 

2: in STOP state, “ov” invalid, “Lv” invalid 

3: in STOP state, “ov” valid, “Lv” valid 

1 0 

1707 Phase lack detection 0: no lack of input phase, no lack of output phase 

1: lack of input phase, no lack of output phase  

2: no lack of input phase, lack of output phase 

3: lack of input phase, lack of output phase 

1 3 

1708 Prevention of stall caused by 

overvoltage 

0: no function of prevention of stall caused by overvoltage 

1: function of prevention of stall caused by overvoltage 

exists 

1 1 

1709 feedback signal of 

disconnection detection time 

0: only warning 

0.01～119.99 seconds 

120: no detection of disconnection 

0.01 second 5 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

1710 Carrier frequency modifiable if 

temperature drops (only effective 

when Method A selected) 

0: null 

1: function granted 

1 0 

1801 Query of software version of 

inverter host  

Only for reading  version 

1802 Query of version of data stored in 

inverter host 

Only for reading  version 

1803 Query of version of operation panel 

software 

Only for reading  version 

1804 Display of running time Only for reading 1 hour --- 

1805 Reading of alarm content 0: null 

1: start reading 

9: elimination of record 

1 0 

1806 Confirmation of alarm state 1 Only for reading --- --- 

1807 Confirmation of alarm state 2 Only for reading --- --- 

1808 Confirmation of alarm state 3 Only for reading --- --- 

1809 Confirmation of alarm state 4 Only for reading --- --- 

1810 Confirmation of alarm state 5 Only for reading --- --- 
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7-2-4 Special functions F19xx～F20xx 

Special functions F19xx～F20xx 

Code Function name Data content 
Minimu
m unit 

Factory 
value 

1901 Options of energy-saving modes 0: null 

1: simple energy-saving mode (V/f mode)   

2: automatic energy-saving mode 

1 0 

1902 Simple energy-saving ratio 0～50% 1% 0 

1903 Simp0le energy-saving time 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2001 Options of V·f seperation 1: with a certain ratio between V·f 

2: completely seprated mode 

1 1 

2002 Command voltage for V·f seperation 0: null (instructed by VRF) 

0.01～10.23V 

0.01V 0 

2003 
Arbitrary V/f pattern intermediate voltage 1 

0～460V 1V 0 

2004 
Arbitrary V/f pattern intermediate voltage 2 

0～460V 1V 0 

2005 
Arbitrary V/f pattern intermediate frequency 1 

0.05～600Hz 0.01Hz 20 

2006 
Arbitrary V/f pattern intermediate frequency 2 

0.05～600Hz 0.01Hz 40 

2007 Options of automatic torque compensation 0: no automatic torque compensation 

1: voltage compensation function 

2: slip frequency compensation function 

1 0 

2008 Time constant of slip compensation response 0～1000 (set value 1=10ms) 1 10 

2009 Magnification of slip compensation 0.01～2 0.01 1 
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7-2-5 Pattern movement functions F21xx～F22xx 

Pattern movement functions F21xx～F22xx 

Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

2101 Speed 1 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 5 

2102 Speed 2 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 10 

2103 Speed 3 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 20 

2104 Speed 4 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 30 

2105 Speed 5 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 40 

2106 Speed 6 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 50 

2107 Speed 7 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 60 

2108 Speed 8 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 0 

2109 Speed 9 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 0 

2110 Speed 10 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 5 

2111 Speed 11 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 15 

2112 Speed 12 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 25 

2113 Speed 13 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 35 

2114 Speed 14 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 45 

2115 Speed 15 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 55 

2116 Speed 16 frequency 0～600Hz 0.01Hz 0 

2201 
Pattern movement functions 0: common movements 

1: simple pattern movement 
2: perturbation movement 

1 0 

2202 
Number of times of repetition for simple 
pattern movement 

0: continuous 

1～250: number of times of repetition 1 0 

2203 Movement timer T1 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2204 Movement timer T2 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2205 Movement timer T3 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2206 Movement timer T4 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2207 Movement timer T5 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2208 Movement timer T6 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2209 Movement timer T7 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2210 Movement timer T8 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2211 Movement timer T9 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2212 Movement timer T10 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2213 Movement timer T11 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

2214 Movement timer T12 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2215 Movement timer T13 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2216 Movement timer T14 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2217 Movement timer T15 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2218 Movement interval T0 0～65000 seconds 1 sec 10 

2219 Deceleration time for halt at intervals 1: first deceleration time (value of F1016) 

2: second deceleration time (value of F1017) 

3: third deceleration time (value of F1018) 

4: forth deceleration time (value of F1019) 

1 1 

2220 Acceleration time for startup at intervals 1: first acceleration time (value of F1012) 

2: second acceleration time (value of F1013) 

3: third acceleration time (value of F1014) 

4: forth acceleration time (value of F1015) 

1 1 

2221 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T1 

X  Y 
X…1: forward movement 
   2: reverse movement 

Y…1～4: specified acceleration, deceleration 

time 

--- 11 

2222 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T2 

 --- 11 

2223 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T3 

 --- 11 

2224 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T4 

 --- 11 

2225 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T5 

 --- 21 

2226 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T6 

 --- 21 

2227 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T7 

 --- 21 

2228 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T8 

 --- 11 

2229 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T9 

 --- 11 

2230 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T10 

 --- 11 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

2231 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T11 

 --- 11 

2232 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T12 

 --- 21 

2233 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T13 

 --- 21 

2234 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T14 

 --- 21 

2235 Forward/reverse 

movement·accelration/deceleration in T15 

 --- 21 

2236 Analog input switch of perturbation 

modulation 

0: no analog input 

1: external analog VRF voltage (0～5V) 

2: external analog VRF voltage (0～10V or 

potentiometer) 

3: external analog V/I voltage (0～5V) 

4: external analog V/I voltage (0～10V or 

potentiometer) 

8: external analog V/I current (4～20mA) 

1 0 

2237 Perturbation modulation ratio 0～50% 1% 0 
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7-2-6 Display functions F23xx 
Display functions F23xx 

Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

2301 LCD contrast ratio adjustment 1～16 1 0 

2303 LCD monitor 1 display options 

(main screen) (1-6) 

0: no dispaly 

1: frequency [Hz] 

2: output current [A] 

3: rotation speed [rpm] 

4: load rate [%] 

5: output voltage [V] 

6: DC voltage [V] 

7: active power [kW] 

8: apperant power [kVA] 

9: heat sink temperature [℃] 

10: command rotation speed [rpm] 

11: PID1 feedback value [Hz] 

12: PID2 feedback value [Hz] 

13: VRF analog input value 

14: V/I analog input value 

17: excitation partial current [A] 

18: torque partial current [A] 

20: set pressure [Mpa] 

21: command pressure [Mpa] 

22: feedback pressure [Mpa] 

32: command frequency [Hz] 

33: command torque [%] 

42: target frequency [Hz] 

43: output frequency [Hz] 

99: for factory adjustment 

 

1 1 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

2304 LCD monitor 2 display options 

(secondary screen) 

1: no unit (magnification of F1203) 

2: output voltage [V] 

3: DC voltage [V] 

4: active power [kW] 

5: apperant power [kVA]. 

6: heat sink temperature [℃] 

7: command rotation speed [rpm] 

8: PID1 feedback value [Hz] 

9: PID2 feedback value [Hz] 

10: VRF analog input value [Hz] 

11: V/I analog input value [Hz] 

14: excitation partial current [A] 

15: torque partial current [A] 

17: set pressure [MPa] 

18: command pressure [MPa] 

19: feedback pressure [MPa] 

29: command frequency [Hz] 

35: detected rotation speed [rpm] 

44: target frequency [Hz] 

45: output frequency [Hz] 

1 3 

2306 LCD backlight off time 0: light off 

1～600: time of light off (minutes) 

999: Normally light on 

1 minute 10 

Note: for detailed functions, please refer to instructions for operation panel 
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7-2-7 PID functions F30xx～F33xx 

PID functions F30xx～F33xx 

Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

3001 PID1 command value input 

switch 

1: frequency 

2: external analog VRF voltage (0～5V) 

3: external analog VRF voltage (0～10Vorpotentiometer) 

4: external analog V/I voltage (0～5V) 

5: external analog V/I voltage (0～10Vorpotentiometer) 

9: external analog V/I current (4～20mA) 

11: function code setting (F3017) 

1 1 

3002 PID1 feedback input switch 0: no input 

1: external analog VRF voltage (0～5V) 

2: external analog VRF voltage (0～10V or potentiometer) 

3: external analog V/I voltage (0～5V) 

4: external analog V/I voltage (0～10V or potentiometer) 

8: external analog V/I current (4～20mA) 

10: communication method 

1 0 

3003 PID1 control ratio gain 0～100 0.01 0.1 

3004 PID1 control integration time 0.01～100 seconds 0.01 sec 1 

3005 PID1 control of differentiation 

time 

0～100 seconds 0.01 sec 0 

3006 Reference value for PID1 

control of integration 

seperation 

5～100% (maximum frequency reference) 0.1% 100 

3007 Time constant for PID1 

feedback signal input filter 

1～500 (set value 1=10ms) 1 10 

3008 Indirect PID1 input reference 5～100% (target value reference) 0.1% 20 

3009 PID1 deviation limitations 0: no limitations 

1～100% (maximum frequency reference) 

0.1% 100 

3010 PID1 output limitations 0: no limitations 

1～100% (maximum frequency reference) 

0.1% 100 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

3011 PID1 calculus of polarity switching 1: command value-feedback value 

2: feedback value- command value 

1 1 

3012 PID1 gain polarity switching 1: same gain for positive and negative deviations 

2: different gain for positive and negative 

deviations 

1 1 

3013 PID1 command value gain 0～50 0.01 1 

3014 PID1 feedback value gain 0～50 0.01 1 

3015 PID1 control of proportional gain 

(negative: F3012=2) 

0～100 0.01 0.1 

3016 PID1 control of integration time 

(negative: F3012=2) 

0.01～100 seconds 0.01 second 0.1 

3017 PID1 control of command value 0～6000 0.1 0 

3018 PID1 control of feedback value 

(communication function) 

0～6000 0.1 0 

3019 PID1 control of corresponding frequency 

of maximum command value 

0～400Hz 0.01Hz 50 

3101 PID2 switch of command value input  1: frequency 

2: external analog VRF voltage (0～5V) 

3: external analog VRF voltage (0～ 10V or 

potentiometer) 

4: external analog V/I voltage (0～5V) 

5: external analog V/I voltage (0 ～ 10V or 

potentiometer) 

9: external analog V/I current (4～20mA) 

11: function code setting (F3117) 

1 1 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

3102 PID2 feedback 

input switch 

0: no input 

1: external analog VRF voltage (0～5V) 

2: external analog VRF voltage (0～10V or potentiometer) 

3: external analog V/I voltage (0～5V) 

4: external analog V/I voltage (0～10V or potentiometer) 

8: external analog V/I current (4～20mA) 

10: communication method 

1 0 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

3103 PID2 control of proportional gain 0～100 0.01 0.1 

3104 PID2 control of integration time 0.01～100 seconds 0.01 second 1 

3105 PID2 control of differentiation 

time 

0～100 seconds 0.01 second 0 

3106 PID2 control of reference value 

of integration separation  

5～100% (maximum frequency reference) 0.1% 100 

3107 Time constant of feedback input 

filter of PID2  

1～500 (set value 1=10ms) 1 10 

3108 Indirect PID2 input reference 5～100% (target value reference) 0.1% 20 

3109 PID2 deviation limitations 0: no limitations 

1～100% (maximum frequency reference) 

0.1% 100 

3110 PID2output limitations 0: no limitations 

1～100% (maximum frequency reference) 

0.1% 100 

3111 PID2 calculus of polarity 

switching 

1: command value-feedback value 

2: feedback value-command value 

1 1 

3112 PID2 gain polarity switching 1: same gain for positive and negative deviations 

2: different gain for positive and negative deviations 

1 1 

3113 PID2 command value gain 0～50 0.01 1 

3114 PID2 feedback value gain 0～50 0.01 1 

3115 PID2 control of proportional gain 

(negative: F3012=2) 

0～100 0.01 0.1 

3116 PID2 controlof integration time 

(negative: F3012=2) 

0.01～100 seconds 0.01 second 0.1 

3117 PID2 control of command value 0～6000 0.1 0 

3118 PID2 control of feedback value 

(communication function) 

0～6000 0.1 0 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

3119 PID2 control of corresponding 

frequency of maximum command 

value 

0～400Hz 0.01Hz 50 

3123 PID starting method options 1: direct launching method 

2: launching method by conditions 

1 1 

3124 PID termination method options 1: direct termination method 

2: termination method by conditions 

1 1 

3125 PID set value for termination 1～100% (maximum frequency standard) 0.1% 20 

3127 PID detection time for feedback 

signal abnormality 

0: only warning 

0.01～119.99 seconds 

120: no detection of abnormality 

0.01 second 2 

3128 Upper-end baseline of PID 

feedback abnormality 

0～100％ 0.1% 100.0 

3129 lower-end baseline of PID 

feedback abnormality 

0～100％ 0.1% 0.0 

3130 PID variable gain options 0: PID variable gain invalid 

1: PID variable gain valid 

1 0 

3131 PID variable proportional gain 0～100 0.01 0.10 

3132 PID variable integration time 0.01～100 seconds 0.01 second 0.10 

3133 PID variable differentiation time 0～100 seconds 0.01 second 0.00 

3134 Upper-end  of  frequency with 

PID variable gain 

0～240Hz 0.01Hz 10.00 

3135 lower-end  of  frequency with 

PID variable gain 

0～240Hz 0.01Hz 30.00 
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Code 
Function name Data content 

Minimum 

unit 

Factory 

value 

3201 PID control of action 

options 

0: open-loop control 

1: PID1 control 

2: PID2 control 

4: PID control of external terminal switching 

5: PID control of timed swicthing 

1 0 

3203 External PID control 

options 

0: no external PID control 

1: PID1 external control 

2: PID2 external control 

4: external control of PID1 and PID2 

1 0 

3204 External PID running 

method options 

1: linked running with inverter  

2: PID output after power connection 

3: PID output by external terminal control 

1 1 

3205 PID combination options 0: no adding up of command value 

1: adding up of command value 

1 0 

3206 Adding up of command 

value for PID controlled 

gain 

0.01～100 0.01 1 

3207 PID1/PID2 switching 

time 

0.1～6000 minutes 0.1 minute 0.1 

3301 Reading of PID1 

command value 

Only for reading 1 --- 

3302 Reading of PID1 

feedback value 

Only for reading 1 --- 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

3303 Reading of PID1 input deviation Only for reading 1 --- 

3304 Reading of PID1 output deviation Only for reading 1 --- 

3305 Reading of PID2 command value Only for reading 1 --- 

3306 Reading of PID2 feedback value Only for reading 1 --- 

3307 Reading of PID2 input deviation Only for reading 1 --- 

3308 Reading of PID2 output value Only for reading 1 --- 
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7-2-8 Water supply functions F34xx 

Water supply functions F34xx 

Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

3401 Water supply mode options 0: water supply function invalid; 

1: single-pump mode 

1 0 

3402 Continuation time of lower limit T1 0.1～10 minutes 0.1 minute 5 

3403 Sleep/wakeup switching ratio K 30～95％ 1% 50 

3404 Determination time of sleep/wakeup reset 

Tp 

0.1～10 minutes 0.1 minute 5 

3405 Pressure command Pref 0～9.999MPa 0.001MPa 0 

3406 Upper limit of pressure of analog value 

feedback 

0～± 9.999MPa 0.001MPa 1 

3407 Lower limit of pressure of analog value 

feedback 

0～± 9.999MPa 0.001MPa 0 

3408 Maximum pressure value Ph 0.001～9.999MPa 0.001MPa 1 

3409 Minimum pressure value  Pl 0～9.999MPa 0.001MPa 0 

3410 Slope of pressure in acceleration and 

deceleration 

0.001～9.999MPa 0.001MPa 0.1 

3411 Allowed deviation during motor switching 0.0-20.0% 0.1% 0.0 
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7-2-9 Communication functions F40xx～F41xx 

Communication functions F40xx～F41xx 

Code 

Function name Data content 

Minimum 

unit 

Factory 

value 

4001 Existance of electronic text 

checksum 

0: no 

1: yes 

1 1 

4003 Options of amplification and 

attenuation functions 

0: no 

1: yes 

1 1 

4004 communication return time 10～6000ms 1ms 10 

4005 Serial communication function 0: null 

1: function of proprietary protocol communication 

2: function of ModBus communication 

1 0 

4006 Inverter serial number 0～254；dedicated for Modbus 

 (1～32；RS485 during communication)   

1 1 

4007 Communication speed 1: 1200bps 

2: 2400bps 

3: 4800bps 

4: 9600bps 

5: 19200bps 

6: 38400bps 

7: 57600bps 

1 4 

4008 Partity bit 0: null 

1: odd number 

2: even number 

1 1 

4009 Stop bit 1: 1 bit 

2: 2 bits 

1 1 

4010 Stop bit 0: CR+LF 

1: CR 

1 0 

4011 Options of inverter 
communication return of 
specified commands  

0: return 
1: no return (return with error) 
2: no return (return without error) 

1 0 

4101 Timeout setting of  ModBus 
communication timeout 

0: null 

0.01～600 seconds 

0.01 
second 

0 

4102 Action in case of ModBus 
communication timeout 

0: keep the status 
1: stop alarm 

1 0 

4103 Modbus register address 

switching 

0: register No.A 

1: register No.B 

1 0 
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7-2-10 Motor parameters F5xxx 

Motor parameters F5xxx 

Code Function name Data content Minimum unit 
Factory 
value 

5001 Pole number of motor·voltage·capacity X Y ZZZ 

X: number of poles 

Y: rated voltage 

Z: motor capacity 

— ※ 1 

5002 Rated current of motor 0.1～999.9A 

around 30～110% of the inverter’s rated 

current 

0.1A ※ 1 

5003 Rated frequency of motor 10～600Hz 1Hz ※ 1 

5004 Rated rotation speed of motor 0～24000 rpm 1rpm ※ 1 

5005 Insulation category of motor 1: Category A 

2: Category E 

3: Category B 

4: Category F 

5: Category H 

1 ※1 

5006 Rated voltage during motor parameter 

auto-detection 

0: use voltage chosen in F5001 

100～460V 

1V 0 

5007 Rated ratio of ratotion speed difference 

of the motor 

0～50% 0.1% 2 

5008 Range setting of motor parameter 

auto-detection 

0: no range 

50～300% 

0.1% 200 

5009 Resistance of motor stator Below 55kW  0.001～65Ω 0.001Ω 

  Above 75kW  0.01～650mΩ 0.01mΩ 

5010 Resistance of motor rotor Below 55kW  0.001～65Ω 0.001Ω 

  Above 75kW 0.01～650mΩ 0.01mΩ 

5011 Inductance of motor stator Below 55kW 0.1～6000mH 0.1mH 

  Above 75kW 0.01～600mH 0.01mH 

5012 Inductance of motor rotor Below 55kW 0.1～6000mH 0.1mH 

  Above 75kW 0.01～600mH 0.01mH 

5013 Mutual inductance of motors Below 55kW 0.1～6000mH 0.1mH 

  Above 75kW 0.01～600mH 0.01mH 

5014 Excitaion current of motor 0.01～650A 0.01A ※1 

5015 Inertia of motor rotation 0～65kgm2 0.001kgm2 ※1 

5016 Inertia ratio of loaded rotation 1～200 times 0.01 time 1 
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7-2-11 Vector control F60xx 

Vector control F60xx 

Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

6001 Torque limiter (motor running) Mode A 0～200%   150.0 

Mode B 0～150%  120.0 

6002 Analog input function of 

torque limiter (motor running) 

0: F6001 

1: external analog VRF voltage (0～5V) 

2: external analog VRF voltage (0～10V or potentiometer) 

3: external analog V/I voltage (0～5V) 

4: external analog V/I voltage (0～10V or potentiometer) 

8: external analog V/Icurrent (4～20mA) 

1 0 

6003 Torque limiter (braking) Mode A 0～200%   100.0 

Mode B 0～150%  100.0 

6004 Analog input function of 

torque limiter (braking) 

0: F6003 

1: external analog VRF voltage (0～5V)   

2: external analog VRF voltage (0～10V or potentiometer)   

3: external analog V/I voltage (0～5V)   

4: external analog V/I voltage (0～10V or potentiometer)   

8: external analog V/I current (4～20mA) 

1 0 

6005 Magnification of startup 

excitation current  

0.1～2 times (corresponding to suitable motor) 0.01 time 1 

6006 Time of startup excitation 0: no startup excitation 

0.1～10 seconds 

0.1 second ※1 

6007 Magnification of braking 

excitation current 

0.1～2 times (corresponding to suitable motor) 0.01 time 1 

6008 Time of braking excitation 0: no braking excitation 

0.1～10 seconds 

0.1 second 1 

6009 Gain compensation of current 

control 

0.5～1.5 0.01 1 

6010 ASR proportional gain of 

speed control 

0.01～150% 0.01% ※1 

6011 ASR integration time of speed 

control 

0～20 seconds 0.001 

second 

※1 

6012 Detected speed filtering 

Termination frequency 

0: null 

0.01～500 

0.01Hz 0.00 
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Code Function name Data content 
Minimum 

unit 
Factory 
value 

6013 Detected torque filtering cutoff frequency 0: null 

0.1～5000 

0.1Hz 0.0 

6014 Rate of motor vibration reduction 0: null 

1: 75% 

2: 50% 

3: 25% 

1 0 

6015 Minimum frequency of motor vibration reduction function 0～240Hz 0.01Hz 0 

6016 Maximum frequency of motor vibration reduction function 0～240Hz 0.01Hz 0 

6017 Startup torque 0～100% 0.1% 30 

6018 Lasting time of startup torque 0～6500 seconds 0.1 second 1 

6019 Variable second gain of speed control 0: no variable gain function 

0.01～150% 

0.01% 15 

6020 Upper end of variable gain frequency of speed control  0～240Hz 0.01Hz 10 

6021 Lower end of variable gain frequency of speed control  0～240Hz 0.01Hz 30 
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8 Conflicts and interferences 

8-1 Table of errors due to Conflicts and interferences 

Table 8-1 Table of errors due to Conflicts and interferences 

Function code setting 
Wrong 
number 

Wrong content Numb

er 

Name Set 
value 

1001 motor control mode 
selection 

All but 
1,40  

E5001 The set motor cannot be used under vector control 

E1007 
/E1316 
/E1317 

Exceed the settable maximum frequency  

2 E1901 Simple energy saving (only for V/f mode), no use under 
control mode 

3 E1901 Simple energy saving (only for V/f mode), no use under 
vector control mode 

10,11 E1901 Energy-saving mode cannot be set during 
auto-measurement of motor parameters 

E2201 Pattern and disturbance operation cannot be set during 
automatic measurement 

E3201 PID control actions cannot be set during automatic 
measurement 

40 E1901 Energy-saving mode cannot be set during V•f separation 
control 

E2201 Pattern and disturbance operation cannot be set during 
V•f separation mode 

E3201 PID control actions cannot be set during V•f separation 
mode 

 All Exxxx 
Analog input cannot be set repeatedly 

1002 Options of Speed 1 
frequency setting  

2～20 

26～27 

Exxxx 
Analog input cannot be set repeatedly 

1003 V/f pattern selection 2, 3 E2007 Automatic torque compensation and square-law 
decreasing mode cannot be used at the same time 

1007 Maximum frequency  All E1008 The maximum frequency cannot be set below the 
minimum frequency 

E1001 Exceed the possible maximum frequency 

1008 Minimum frequency  All E1007 
/E1316 
/E1317 

The minimum frequency cannot be set above the 
maximum frequency 

1010 Acceleration or 
deceleration curve 

2, 3 E2007 Automatic torque compensation and S-shaped 
acceleration/deceleration cannot be used at the same 
time 

1301 1st jump bottom frequency  All E1302 This frequency cannot be set above the first jump top 
frequency. 

1302 1st jump top frequency  All E1301 This frequency cannot be set below the first jump bottom 
frequency. 

1303 2nd jump bottom frequency  All E1304 This frequency cannot be set above the second jump top 
frequency. 
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1304 2nd jump top frequency  All E1303 This frequency cannot be set below the second jump 
bottom frequency. 

1305 3rd jump bottom frequency  All E1306 This frequency cannot be set above the third jump top 
frequency. 

1306 3rd jump top frequency  All E1305 This frequency cannot be set below the third jump bottom 
frequency. 

1316 Second maximum 
frequency 

 All E1008 The maximum frequency cannot be set below the 
minimum frequency. 

E1001 Exceeding the possible maximum frequency/erros in the 
parameter table of the motor 

1317 Third maximum frequency  All E1008 The maximum frequency cannot be set below the 
minimum frequency. 

E1001 Exceeding the possible maximum frequency/erros in the 
parameter table of the motor 

1411 Setting of the analog input 
switching of the frequency 
gain 

 All Exxxx Analog input cannot be set repeatedly 

1901 Energy-saving mode 
selection 

1 E1001 Except for V/f control, no simple energy-saving mode can 
be used 

E2007 Automatic torque compensation and simple 
energy-saving mode cannot be used at the same time 

E3201 PID control action and simple energy-saving mode 
cannot be used at the same time 

2 E1001 Except for speed control of V/f control, no automatic 
energy-saving mode is allowed 

E2007 Automatic torque compensation and automatic 
energy-saving mode cannot be used at the same time 

2002 Command voltage of V•f 
separation 

0 Exxxx Analog input cannot be set repeatedly 

2007 Automatic torque 
compensation selection 

Other 
than 0 

E1003 No automatic torque compensation, except for linear 
V/fmode 

E1010 No automatic torque compensation, except for linear 
accelearion/deceleration curves. 

E1901 Automatic torque compensation and energy saving 
cannot be used at the same time 

2201 Pattern movement options 1,2 E1001 Under the current control mode, pattern movement or 
disturbance operation cannot be used. 

 All Exxxx 
Analog input cannot be set repeatedly 

2236 Analog input switching of 
perturbation modulation 

 All Exxxx 
Analog input cannot be set repeatedly 

3001 PID1 command value input 
switching 

 All Exxxx 
Analog input cannot be set repeatedly 

3002 PID1 feedback input 
switching 

 All Exxxx 
Analog input cannot be set repeatedly 

3101 PID2 Command value 
input switching 

 All Exxxx 
Analog input cannot be set repeatedly 

3102 PID2 feedback input 
switching 

 All Exxxx 
Analog input cannot be set repeatedly 
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3201 PID control action selection Other 
than 0 

E1001 PID control actions can only work under V/f control or 
speed control mode 

E1901 Simple energy saving mode cannot be used at the same 
time with PID control operation  

1 E3203 The same PID control cannot be used internally and 
externally at the same time. 

2 E3203 The same PID control cannot be used internally and 
externally at the same time. 

4, 5 E3203 The same PID control cannot be used internally and 
externally at the same time. 

 All Exxxx Analog input cannot be repeatedly defined. 

3203 Options for external PID 
control 

1 E3203 The same PID control cannot be used internally and 
externally at the same time. 

2 E3203 The same PID control cannot be used internally and 
externally at the same time. 

4, 5 E3203 The same PID control cannot be used internally and 
externally at the same time. 

 All Exxxx Analog input cannot be repeatedly defined. 

5001 Number of poles, voltage, 
capacity of the motor 

 All Exxxx Motors with a capacity too different from that of the 
inverter cannot be selected. 

Exxxx The vector control mode is only applicable to motors of 2, 
4, 6 poles 

E1007 
/E1316 
/E1317 

Exceeding the possible maximum frequency 

5011 
Primary inductance of the 
motor 

 All E5013 
Mutual inductance of motors cannot be bigger than 
primary induction of the motor  

5012 
Secondary inductance of 
the motor 

 All E5013 
Mutual inductance of motors cannot be bigger than 
secondary induction of the motor 

5013 
Mutual inductance of 
motors 

 All E5011 Mutual inductance of motors cannot be bigger than 
primary induction of the motor  

E5012 Mutual inductance of motors cannot be bigger than 
secondary induction of the motor 

6002 Analog value input of 
torque limiter 
(power-driven)   

 All Exxxx Analog input cannot be set repeatedly 

6004 Analog value input of 
torque limiter (braking)   

 All Exxxx Analog input cannot be set repeatedly. 

6015 Minimum frequency of the 
function of motor vibration 
reduction 

 All E6016 This value cannot be set above the maximum frequency 
of the function of motor vibration reduction. 

6016 Maximum frequency of the 
function of motor vibration 
reduction 

 All E6015 This value cannot be set below the minimum frequency of 
the function of motor vibration reduction. 

6101 Torque command selection  All Exxxx Analog input cannot be set repeatedly. 

     

6103 Maximum value of the 
forward rotation side of 
torque command 

 All E6104 This value cannot be set below the minimum value of the 
forward rotation side of torque command. 
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6104 Minimum value of the 
forward rotation side of 
torque command 

 All E6103 This value cannot be set above the maximum value of 
the forward rotation side of torque command. 

6105 Maximum value of the 
reverse rotation side of 
torque command 

 All E6106 This value cannot be set below the minimum value of the 
reverse rotation side of torque command. 

6106 Minimum value of the 
reverse rotation side of 
torque command  

 All E6105 This value cannot be set above the maximum value of 
the reverse rotation side of torque command. 

※Exxxx indicates the function code of analog input repetition. 

8-2 State of warning 

■The state of warning indicates the state where the preotection funtions are working and send warnings. At this time, the 

inverter is still running. However, if it continues running in this state, in some circumstances, the state of warning may tu rn into 

a state of alarm and make the inverter stop. 

■In the state of warning, if the status display mode is on, the warning content, status display will be shown in turn, and a 

notice of warning state will be sent. If the status display mode is not on, and when the display returns to the status displa y 

mode, if the state of warning continues, the warning content will be displayed in turn. 

■Since in the state of warning the inverter continues running, all the buttons are in commission. 
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8-2-1 Table of warnings 

Table 8-2-1 Table of warnings 

Warning Content of warning Description 

SC Current limitation in 

acceleration/deceleration 
the acceleration/deceleration time is too short 

SCn Current limitation in constant 

speed 
The load is too big and the output frequency is too high 

Su Prevention of over-voltage The deceleration time is too short 

oL Warning of overload The load is too big. If it continues running, the inverter will be stopped. 

tH Warning of heat sink temperature The temperature of the heat sink is rising. Please check the ambient 

temperature and the working state of the ventilator. The warning is sent 

when the temperature is 10℃  below the heat sink temperature 

abnormality (OH). (The setting value of the heat sink temperature 

abnormality varies according to different output frequencies and currents.) 

dboH Warning of braking resistor 

overheating 

The capacitor of the braking resistor is too small (%ED too small)   

The discarging is paused to prevent the braking resistor form burning. 

FbEr Warning of feedback 

disconnection 

Feedback circuit abnormality. Please confirm the feedback value and 

feedback signal. 

CLEr Reverse rotation of the motor is 

not allowed 

An operation command unallowed by the specified rotation direction is 

entered. Please confirm the setting of the rotation direction of the motor 

UIEr Warning of contradiction in 

settings of analog input 

For the same passage of analog input, the voltage input and current input 

are defined at the same time. Please confirm the function codes of analog 

input selection. 

8-3 State of alarm 

■  The status of alarm indicates the scenario where the protection function is triggered and makes the inverter stop. 

■ during alarm status, when all the monitoring displayes (Hz, A, rpm, %, M) are flashing, it indicates the alarm state is on.  

In the mode of status display, alarm content will be displayed in the 7-segment monitor. If the mode of status display is not on, 

and when the display returns to the status display mode, if the state of alarm continues, the alarm content will be displayed 

and cannot be eliminated. 
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8-4 Table of alarms 

Table 8-4-1 Table of alarm 

7-segment 
monitoring display  

Alarm 
content Items to check Measures 

AL1 
Memory 
abnormal 

Cut off the power, wait for the 
CHARGE (charging) indicator light 
to go out, reconnect the power, 
and then confirm the alarm 

Please consult the shop where the 
product was purchased 

AL2 
AL3 

System 
abnormal 

If the external noise is too big 
If the signal wire is too close to 
the power line 

Please install wave absorbing device or 
noise filter 
Keep the signal wire far from the power 
line 

AL4 System 
abnormal 

If there is any radical discharging 
of the capacitor 
Cut off the power, wait for the 
CHARGE (charging) indicator light 
to go out, reconnect the power, 
and then confirm the alarm 

Please re-confirm the data of the 
modified codes. If the power supply is 
connected and disconnected for several 
times, if the alarm is still not removed, 
please set F1604=1, initiate the code 
and then reconnect the power supply. 
However, in this case, all the function 
data will return to factory settings. 

AL5 
AL9 

System 
abnormal 

If the external noise is too big 
If the signal wire is too close to 
the power line 

Please install wave absorbing device or 
noise filter 
Keep the signal wire far from the power 
line 

AL10 System 
abnormal 

Cut off the power, wait for the 
CHARGE (charging) indicator light 
to go out, reconnect the power, 
and then confirm the alarm 

Please consult the shop where the 
product was purchased 

ACER Prevention of 
overload in 
acceleration 

If the setting value of the function 
of output current limitation 
(F1701) is too small 

Bring up the set value of F1701 
Extend the time of 
acceleration/deceleration 

CnEr Prevention of 

overload in 

constant 

speed 

dCEr Prevention of 

overload in 

deceleration 

ES Alarm of 

external heat 

sensing 

device 

If the motor is overheated 

If the functional settings are 

correct 

Reduce the load 

Properly reset the function code (F1413)   
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7-segment 
monitoring 

display  

Alarm content Items to check Measures 

oH Abnormality of the heat 
sink temperature 

If the ventilator has stopped 
If the ambient temperature is too high 

Check the working capability of the 
ventilator 
Increase the ventilation volume 

LuA Under-voltage in 
acceleration  

If the conditions of power voltage are good 
If the voltage is low 

Check and improve the power 
conditions 

Lun Under-voltage in 
constant speed 

Lud Under-voltage in 
deceleration  

oCH Abnormality of the main 
switch component 
temperature 

If the ventilator has stopped 
If the ambient temperature is too high 

Check the working capability of the 
ventilator 
Increase the ventilation volume 

oCA Over-current in 
acceleration 

If the operation is in radical 
acceleration/deceleration 
If the output is short circuited or grounding 
If the main switch components themselves 
are abnormal 

Extend acceleration/deceleration 
time 
Eliminate short circuit and grounding 
malfunction 
If the alarm occurs repeatedly, 
please consult the store where the 
product was purchased 

oCn Over-current in constant 
speed 

oCd Over-current in 
deceleration 

oCPA Short-duration overload 
in acceleration 

If the acceleration output is radical 
If he setting value of the function of 
current limitation (F1701) is too big 

Extend the acceleration time 
Reduce the set value 

oCPn Short-duration overload 
in constant speed 

If the load has had a radical change 
(increase) 
If the settin value of the function of output 
current limitation (F1701) is too big 

Eliminate radical changes (increase)    
Reduce the set value 

oCPd Short-duration overload 
in deceleration 

If a radical deceleration with big GD2 is 
necessary 
If the setting values of the function of 
output current limitation (F1701)  is too 
big 

Extend the deceleration time 
Reduce the set value 

oLA Overload in acceleration If the selection for the motor of whether to 
use electric thermo-sensitive elements in 
case of overload is correct 
If the load GD2 is too big 

Reduce the load 
Increase the capacity of the inverter 
and the motor 

oLn Overload in constant 
speed 

oLd Overload in deceleration 

ouA Over-voltage in 
acceleration 

Whether the startup is with idling Change to startup by rotation speed 
tracking 

oun Over-voltage in constant 
speed 

Whether the motor is dragged by other 
applied force 

Change into a system that is not 
affected by external applied force 
Set a large-capacity braking resistor 

oud Over-voltage in 
deceleration 

Whether a radical deceleration is 
underway 

Extend the deceleration time (set a 
deceleration time that fits the GD2 of 
the load) 

ouP Over-voltage protection 
of the braking resistor 

Is the braking action too frequent? Reduce the number of times of 
braking 
Increase the capacity of the braking 
resistor 

GAL1 feedback signal 
disconnected 
 (in PID control action)   

Whether the cable of feedback signal is 
disconnected 
Whether the feedback signal normal 
Whether the gain frequency is normal 
 (F1402, F1404)   

Examine the cable of the feedback 
signal to ensure a reliable 
connection. 
Properly set the gain frequency 
 (F1402, F1404) 
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7-segment 
monitoring 
display 

Alarm content Items to check Measures 

GAL 2 Overspeed Did overshooting or undershooting 
happen? 

Confirm the speed command value 
or torque command value 

GAL 3 Modbus 
communication 
overtime 

Is the communication cable 
disconnected? 

Confirm the communoication cable is 
credibly connected 

PonG Power supply 
abnormal 

Is the +24V output power of the 
control circuit terminal overloaded or 
short-circuited? 

Check the loading status of the +24V 
output power 

oPn o Phase lack of 
output 

Is there any phase lack of the output 
of the inverter? 

The output cable is properly 
connected 

oPn 1 Phase lack of input Is there any phase lack of the input 
of the inverter? 

Examine and improve the input 
power 

Gnd F Check the output 
current that is 
short-circuited to 
the ground 

Is the output short-circuited to the 
ground? 

Confirm the insulation property of the 
output cable and the motor 

FAn L Cooling ventilator 
abnormal 

Is the cooling ventilator still working? Examine the performance of the 
ventilator 

rYoFF Main relay 
abnormal 

Cut off the power supply first, wait 
until the CHARGE light goes off, then 
connect to the power again to 
confirm the alarm 

Please contact the sales 
representitave 

 

※1: Since all the function data has returned to factory settings, please make settings again before usage. 

※2: If the alarm continues after several times of power cutoff and connection, please consult the store where the inverter was 

purchased. 

※3: Although the main switch components have the function of short circuit protection, due to highly frequent repetition of 

operation, with the ageing of components, the main switch components will be damaged in regard to short circuit. Thus, 

restarting needs to be launched after all the stopping factors are eliminated and safety is ensured. 

※ If due to some reasons the display on the operation panel goes out, please disconnect the power supply of the 

inverter, then check the wiring of each circuit, and re-connect the power supply after the charging indicator lights is off. (For 

instance, circumstances under which the control terminal is short-circuited due to wrong power connection) 
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9. Malfunction analysis 

phenomenon  Key points of examination 

No running of the 
motor 

Main circuit 
 Is the voltage of input terminals R, S, T normal? 
 Is the wiring to the motor correct? 

Load side 
 Is the load too heavy? 
 Is the motor locked? 

Operation 
panel 

 Is the startup frequency (F1103) too high? 
 Is the frequency of operation starting (F1104) too high? 
 Is the operation command defined as externalsignal (F1102=2)? 
 Is the maximum frequency (F1007) too low? 
 For the second and third maximm frequency (F1316) defined through 
multi-function  input  signals, is the value of their settings too low? 
 Is the rotation direction of the motor (F1109) undefined? 

 Input signal 

 Is the operation signal (FR, RR) entered? 
 Are the two kinds of signals FR and RR entered at the same time? 
 Is the stopping by idling (MBS) entered? 
 Is the setting signal of the analog frequency equal to zero? 

Reverse rotation 
direction 

Is the connection between output terminals U, V, W wrong? 
Is the connection of forward/reverse rotation wrong? 

Rotation speed 
not increasing 

 Is the maximum frequency (F1007) working? 
 Is the limitation function of output current working? 
 Is the setting of F1701 too low? 
 Is the increase of torque (F1004) too high? 
 Is the load too heavy? 

Opration instable 

 Is the load changing? 
 Is the frequency-setting signal (analog signal) changing? 
 When there is no speed sensor control, based on the capacity of the inverter, are the 
settings of applicable motor capacity and applicable number of poles correct? 

Acceleration or 

deceleration 

instable 

 Is the acceleration/deceleration time set too short? 

 Is the limitation function of output current working? 

 Is the load too heavy? 

Heating of the 

motor 

 Is the setting of V/f mode wrong? 

 Is the value of torque compensation too high? 

Rotation speed 

changing during 

running 

 Is the load changing? 

 Is the limitation function of output current working? Is the value set by F1701 too low? 

no interface 

display on the 

operation panel 

 Is the voltage on input terminals R, S, T normal? 

 Is the connection between the inverter and the operation panel appropriate? 
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10. Maintenance and examination 

 

 Strictly prohibited to touch the interior 

Danger of electric shock and personal injury 

In order to keep the inverter in a normal status for a long lifecycle, it is necessary to caary 

out proper maintenance and regular examinations. 

10-1 Notes on maintenance and checkups 

◆In a short time after the power is cut off, there is remaining high voltage in the capacitor. 

Before examinations, please confirm first the charging indicator light CHARGE is off and 

make sure the voltage of terminals P and X is under DC30V with universal meter. 

10-2 Items of checkups 

◆If the motor is running according to requirements 

◆If the cooling system demonstrates any abnormality (abnormal overheating) 

◆If there is any abnormality of the environment of the installation place 

◆If there is any abnormal vibration or noise 
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10-3 Table of items of regualr checkups 

Table 10-1 Table of items of regular checkups 

Examination item Examination content 
Examination method and 
instrument of measurement 

Standard of jugement 

General 

Surrounding 
environment 

Ambient temperature and 
relative humidity 
Confirm the working 
environment 

Vision and measurement 
meter 
Use thermometer and 
hygrometer 

Meet  requirements 
of the standard 
specifications 

Power voltage 
If the power voltage of the 
inverter is normal 

Measure voltage between 
phases of input R, S, T 
Use universal meter and 
multi-measurement instrument 

Meet input 
requirements of the 
standard specifications 

Appearance 
Structural parts 

If there is any abnormal 
vibration or noise 
If there is any loosened bolt 
If there is any deformation or 
damage 
If there is any stain or dust 
attached 

Tighten bolts 
Vision 

 No abnormality 

Main circuit 

General 
Meggermeter check 
If there is any loosened bolt 
If there is any stain or dust 

Tighten bolts 
vision 

 No abnormality 

Connecting 
conductor 
Wires 

If there is any deformation or 
stain on the conductor 
If there is any color change 
caused by overheating 

Through vision 

 No abnormality 

Main module 
Check resistance between 
terminals 

Take off the main wiring of 
the inverter, use universal 
meter (× 1 range) to measure 
resistance between terminals 
Use analog universal meter 

Please refer to the 
examination method of 
power module of the 
main circuit in Table 
10-2 
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Examination item Examination content 
Examination method and 
instrument of measurement 

Standard of 
jugement 

Main 
circui
t 

 Terminal block 
 If there is burned or 
damaged part 

 Through sight observation  No abnormality 

Main aluminum 
electrolytic capacitors 

 If there is liquid leakage 
 If the safety valve is 
open 

 Through sight observation 
 

 No liquid 
leakage, deformation 
or crack 
 No movement 
of the safety valve 

Relay 
Electromagnetic  
contactor 

 If there is abnormal 
noise during operation 
  If the contacts are good 
 If the noise of operation 
is normal when the power is 
connected 

 Through vision and hearing  No abnormality 

Resistor 

 If it is disconnected 
 If there is any abnormal 
smell or crack caused by 
overheating 

 Through smell and vision 
 Use universal meter to 
check the disconnected side 
 Use universal meter or 
multi-measurement instrument 

 No abnormality 
 Within ± 10% of 
the listed resistance 
value 

Transformer 
 If there is any abnormal 
honking or smell 

 Through smell, vision or 
hearing 

 No abnormality 

 
Cont
rol 
circui
t 
displ
ay 

Connector 

 If the connector is 
loosened 
 If there is any crack, 
damage or deformation 

 Through vision  No abnormality 

Capacitor 
 If there is any liquid 
leakage, damage or 
deformation 

 Through vision  No abnormality 

Baseboard 
 If there is color change, 
if there is any stain 

 Through vision  No abnormality 

Display 

 If the LCD indicator light 
of the operation panel is off 
 If the buttons are 
working well 
 If the text display of the 
LCD panel is working well 

 Through vision 

 Confirm the 
light is on 
 Confirm the 
movements are 
normal 

Cooli
ng 
syste
m 

Ventilator 

 If there is any abnormal 
vibration and noise 
 If there is OH alarm  
 If there is any bolt, wire 
or connector loosened 

 Through hearing and vision 
 Tighten the loosened parts 

 No abnormality 

Air shaft 

 If the inlet/outlet holes of 
the cooling ventilator are 
clogged, if there is any foreign 
matter inside  

 Through vision 
 Through touch 

 No abnormality 

Heat sink 
 If there is any abnormal 
heating 

 Through touch or 
measurement of temperature 
 Use thermometer 

 No abnormality 

Mot

or 

General 
 If there is any abnormal 
vibration and noise 

 Through hearing and vision  No abnormality 

Insulation resistor 
 Meggermeter 
measurement 

 Measure after the output 
wire UVW of the inverter is taken 
off 
 Use meggermeter to 
measure 

 Above 5MΩ 
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Table 10-2 Examination method for power module of the main circuit 

 Input/output 

 terminal  

Detected value 

Universal meter+ Universal meter- 

 Input  (R, S, T)   

P R, S, T Conduction 

R, S, T P No conduction 

X R, S, T No conduction 

R, S, T X Conduction 

Output (U, V, W)   

P U, V, W Conduction 

U, V, W P No conduction 

X U, V, W No conduction 

U, V, W X Conduction 

10-4 Change of parts 

For change of parts, please contact the distributor from whom the inverter was purchased or sales 

representatives of our company. 

10-4-1 Filter capacitor 

Due to the physical characteristics of the aluminum electrolytic capacitor, it will degrade year by tear. 

Thus, the filter capacitor needs to be replaced every five years. Its lifecycle depends on the ambient 

temperature, load, and usage rate. The duration before change is not a guaranteed figure but an 

approximate one. 

If the inverter runs continuously in a high-temperature (in average above 40℃) environment, the 

duration of the capacitor before change will be shortened. 

In storage without power supply, please connect the inverter to power supply at least once a year. 

The capacitor needs to be checked at least once a year. Near the end of its lifecylc, please make 

examination every half year. 
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10-5 Maggermeter measurement 

◆Before the test, please do follow the test circuit schema of the maggermeter in Illustration 10-6 to short 

circuit the input terminal and the output terminal! 

◆When maggermeter is used to test the motor or logic circuit, please do not apply the test voltage on the 

inverter. 

◆ `For conduction test of the control circuit, pleae use universal meter (high resistance range), and do not 

use instruments such as maggermeter or buzzer. 

 

10-6 Electric measurement of the main circuit 

◆Since there are higher harmonics in the current and voltage in the input (power supply side) and output 

(motor side) of the main circuit of the inverter, displayed results of different instruments may be different. 

Thus, please choose the frequency measurement instruments in the table below for usage. 

◆For power factor measurement, power factor meter on the market that make measurements through phase 

difference between voltage and current should not be used. Calculation should be made according to the 

following equation with detected voltage, current, power of the input/output sides.  
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AR
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Illustration 10-7 power measurement circuit of the main circuit 

Table 10-5 Measurement instruments of the main circuit 

Symbol Measurement item Measurement instrument 

 

Current on the power 
side 

Electomagnetic AC current meter 

 

Power voltage Electromagnetic AC voltmeter 

 

Power on the power 
supply side 

Electric single-phase power meter   or 
Digital wattmeter 

 Power factor on the 
power supply side 

Digital wattmeter 
(calculation can be made according to 
detected values of the power voltage, 
current, power)   

 

 
Output voltage Rectifier AC voltmeter   or 

Digital wattmeter 

 

Output current Electomagnetic AC current meter   or 
Digital wattmeter 

 

Output power Electric single-phase power meter   or 
Digital wattmeter 

 Output power factor Digital wattmeter 
(calculation can be made according to 
detected values of the voltage, current, 
power)   
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11. Specifications and sizes 

11-1 Standard specifications 

Three-phase 400V series 

Item Specifications 

Model（NS-4A□□□-B） 3 4 6 9 13 17 24 32 38 46 

O
ut

pu
t s

pe
ci

fic
at

io
n 

B 

mode 

Standard applicable motor [kW] 0.75 1.5 2.2 4 5.5 7.5 11 15 18.5 22 

Rated capacity [kVA]    ※1 2.2 2.8 3.8 6.2 8.7 11.8 16.6 22.2 26.3 34 

Rated current [A]      ※2 3.2 4 5.5 9.0 12.6 17 24 32 38 46 

Overload current rating   ※3 120%-1min 

Output frequency range    ※4 0.05～240Hz（starting frequency 0.05～60Hz variable） 

A 

mode 

Standard applicable motor [kW] 0.4 0.75 1.5 2.2 4 5.5 7.5 11 15 18.5 

Rated capacity [kVA]    ※1 1.8 2.2 3.3 4.2 6.2 9.4 13.2 17.3 22.2 26.3 

Rated current [A]      ※2 2.6 3.2 4.8 6.0 9.0 13.6 19 25 32 38 

Overload current rating   ※3 150%-1min 

Output frequency range    ※4 0.05～600Hz（starting frequency 0.05～60Hz variable） 

     Rated output voltage     ※5 3Ф  380V～460V 

In
pu

t p
ow

er
 

su
pp

ly
 

Voltage & Frequency 3Ф  380V～460V 、 50/60Hz 

Allowable fluctuation Voltage: -15%,+10%  Frequency: ± 5%  Voltage unbalance: within 3% 

Power supply impedance 1% and above（Use optional reactor if less than 1%） 

Protective structure Totally enclosed（IP20） 

Cooling method 
Natural air 

cooling 
Forced air cooling 

Approximate weight         ※6 2.0kg 4.0kg 6.0kg 

Carrier frequency         ※7 Sine wave PWM（carrier frequency 1k-8kHz） 

DC reactor option 
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※1 Rated capacity is the capacity at the output voltage of 400V 

※2 When input voltage is 400VAC and above, the rated current will be decreased according to the output power 

※3 One minute is allowed every 10 minutes 

※4 The output frequency range will reduce during vector control, refer to Inverter General Specification for details. 

※5 Output voltage cannot exceed power supply voltage 

※6 The approximate weight including packages 

※7 Carrier frequency differs due to different capacity and load conditions 
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11-2 Common specifications 

 Control mode V/f control/speed-sensorless vector control      ※5 

Drive 

properties※1 

 Control range No PG sensor 0.25～240Hz (1: 200/50Hz reference)   ※2 

responsiveness/precision No PG sensor Response characteristic: 100rad/sec  precision: ± 0.5% 

Specifications 
of control 

Frequency Digital setting 0.01Hz 

Setting 
Resolution ratio 

Analog setting 
0.2% (10bit  0～10V，4～20mA), 

0.4% (9bit  0～5V)  under the maximum output frequency 

Frequency 
precision 

Digital setting ± 0.01% of the output frequency (at -10℃～40℃)   

Analog setting ± 0.2% of the maximum output frequency (at 25± 10℃)    ※3 

DC braking 
Starting frequency (0.05～20Hz), time of action (arbitrary setting), 

braking force (level 1～10)   

Auxiliary functions 

Restart after instantaneous stop, startup by rotation speed tracking, 
multi-speed operation 

Frequency jump, alarm auto-reset, PID control, simple pattern 
movement, energy-saving operation and other functions 

Specifications 
of operation 

ON/OFF setting 
Operation panel, serial communication (RS485, Modbus), control circuit 
terminal 

Frequency Digital setting 
Operation panel, serial communication (RS485, Modbus), terminal block 
stepping 

Command  
Setting 

Analog setting 
2 passages, 0～5V, 0～10V, 4～20mA, potentiometer (5kΩ, ABOVE 

0.3W) 

 Input  
 signal 

 control signal 

Frequency command, forward rotation command, reverse rotation 
command, acceleration/deceleration time setting, idling termination∕alarm 
reset 

Emergency stop, inching selection, stepping frequency setting, operation 
signal keeping and others 

Digital input  
Digital input: 5 passages can be distributed arbitrarily, DI1 supports 
pulse input 

 analog input Analog input: 1 passage of voltage, current·voltage shared 1 passage 

output signal 

Contact output 
Signals of all kinds of alarms and 1 passage of multi-function contact 
output (1C contact, AC250V, 0.3A)   

Monitoring 
signal 

Running, frequency consistency, overload alarm, under voltage, 
frequency achieving and others 

Digital output 
1 passage of open collector output can be distributed arbitrarily, 
supporting pulse output 

 analog output 
Analog output: 2 passages [1 passage voltage 0～10V/1 passage 

current 4～20mA] 

LCD display 
Frequency, output current, rotation speed, load rate, output voltage, 
pressure, unit-free: (DC voltage, power, etc.), running, alarm 

Communication I/F RS485, SANKENLD protocol, Modbus-RTU 

External power ooutput DC24V, 150mA (control terminal block)   

Protection function 
Current limitation, overcurrent cutoff, motor overload, external heat 
sensing device, under-voltage, over-voltage, instantaneous outage, 
overheated heat sink, phase lack 

Arning function 
In action of over-voltage prevention, action of current limiting during 
acceleration/deceleration, overheating warning of the braking resistor, 
warning of overload, overheating warning of the heat sink 

environment 

Ambient temperature 
-10℃～+50℃ (no ice)  heavy overload; -10℃～+40℃ (no ice)  

light overload 

Storage temperature -20℃～+65℃ (short-time storage in transportation)  ※4 

Relative humidity Under 95%RH (non-dewfall)   

Altitude Under 3000m altitude (once over 1000m, reduce the current)   

vibration Below 5.9m/s2 (0.6g); (JIS C 60068-2-6 standard; IEC60068-2-6)   

Gaseous medium Indoor (no erosive gas, inflammable gas, oil mist, dust, etc.)   
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※1 They vary with different environments, conditions, motors in use. 

※2 The maximum value of the range of frequency setting is 120Hz when it is a 2-pole motor. 

※3 So-called maximum output frequency indicates the frequency of 5V, 10V, 20mA 

※4 Applicable to the temperature of short-time storage in transportation 

※5 Vector control is only applicable to 400V series 

 

11-3 Communication specifications 

Electric specifications RS485 communication 

Communication protocol SANKENLD protocol 

Modbus-RTU communication 

protocol 

Communication format Two-wire bus form (RS485 standard)   

Transmission distance 

The length of bus is 500m, but terminal resistance needs to be 

connected 

Number of connected devices At maximum 32 At maximum 247 ※note 

Connection cable It is recommended to use shielded twisted pair 

Communication mode half-duplex communication mode 

Communication speed [bps] 57600/38400/19200/9600/4800/2400/1200 selectable 

synchronization mode start-stop synchronization 

Data format ASCⅡ code or BINARY BINARY 

Data length 8bit 

Stop bit length 1bit or 2bit selectable 

Odd-even check yes (odd number, even number); no  selectable 

Error check Sum check CRC code check 

End of 

message ASCⅡ CR+LF/CR selectable 

null code BINARY null 

※  Note: Relays need to be applied when the number exceeds 32. 
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11-4 Storage environment 

Item Content Remark 

Storage temperature -20～65℃ Short time during transportation 

Relative humidity Below 95%RH   

Gaseous medium No erosive gas, oil mist, water drop, dust, 

direct sunlight, vibration, etc. 

  

Atmospheric pressure 86～106Pa   

 

■ Notes for temporary storage: 

◆Please do not place directly on the ground. 

◆If the equipment needs to be placed in an environment harsher than described above, it should be sealed 

with plastic film made of vinyl resins with desiccant inside to avoid moisture regain. 

■ Notes for long-time storage: 

◆If the storage time exceeds 3 months, in order to prevent the electrolytic capacitor from degrading due to 

the impact of temperature, please adjust the ambient temperature to -10～+35℃. 

◆Put desiccant inside to keep the relative humidity in the packaging under 70%. 
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11-5 Overall dimensions 

 

Model H H1 W W1 D d t 

NS-4A003-B 

130 121 115 106 166 4.5 5 

NS-4A004-B 

NS-4A006-B 

NS-2A003-A 

NS-2A004-A 

 

Model H H1 W W1 D d t 

NS-4A009-B 

225 214 140 129 150 5.5 6 NS-4A013-B 

NS-4A017-B 
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Model H H1 W W1 D d t 

NS-4A024-B 

300 285 200 185 175 6.5 6 
NS-4A032-B 

NS-4A038-B 

NS-4A046-B 
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12. Peripheric equipment and optional parts 

Name  Detailed description of purposes 

① AC reactor/DC 
reactor 

For following purposes 
●To improve the input power factor of the inverter 
●To reduce the impact on the inverter generated by the imbalance between phases of the 
power voltage 
●To prevent the inverter from tripping caused by switching motions of the phase-lead 
compensation capacitor in the system 
●large power capacity (above 500kVA)   
■type name 
●AC reactor SF-ACL-□□K 
●DC reactor SF-DCL-□□K 

□: 400 series  F、200V series T 

② zero-sequence 
reactor/filter for 
interference of 
transmission 
line 

To reduce the impact on the inverter input power system generated by the circuit interference 
caused by wiring 
It is recommended that these parts are installed as close to the inverter as possible. 
■type name  RC5078 
            RC5096[SOSHIN ELECTRIC CO., LTD. product] 

③ filter for radio 
noise 

To surpress the impact of radiant radio noise on the power side of the inverter  
■type name  200V level: 3XYEB-105.104 
            400V level: 3XYHB-105.104 

            【OKAYA ELECTRIC CO., LTD. product】 

④ noise filter*1 To reduce the impact on the inverter input power system generated by the circuit interference 
caused by wiring 
It is recommended that these parts are installed as close to the inverter as possible. 
■EMC filter is recommended (please consult ulteriorly) 

⑤ braking resistor Connect the P-PR terminal of the inverter, consume the rebirth energy of the motor via the 
resistor 
■Please consult ulteriorly 

※1 Input power/transformer 

◆Please make settings according to needs when the system power voltage and the inverter’s rated input voltage need to 

match. 

◆To reduce the impact of higher harmonics on other load equipment when several inverters are in use at the same time 

※2 Circuit breaker or switch of leakage protector for wiring 

◆Please connect it to the protection circuit of the power system or the overload protection circuit. 

◆Please choose leakage protectors that can cope with higher harmonics. 

※3 Electromagnetic contactor 

◆Please do install a surge absorber on the coil. 

◆Please install a surge absorber to surpress the impact from surge generated by the switching motions of the 

electromagnetic contactor or control relay. 
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